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ABSTRACT
NEIGHBOR FREQUENCY EFFECTS DURING READING:
IS THERE A PARALLEL WITH LEXICAL AMBIGUITY?
SEPTEMBER 2007
TIMOTHY JAMES SLATTERY, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Alexander Pollatsek
The following four eye movement experiments examined the hypothesis that sentence
context has a similar effect on words with higher frequency neighbors and lexically
ambiguous words. This would be consistent with the notion that lexically ambiguous
words can be thought of as extreme examples of word neighbors (word roommates).
Experiment 1 presented words with higher frequency neighbors (birch, birth) in sentences
that provided either a neutral context (i.e., the target word and its higher frequency
neighbor could both fit equally well into the sentence) or biased context (i.e., the target
word was a better fit than its higher frequency neighbor). Experiment 2 used the items
from Experiment 1 with a group of elderly readers (65 years of age or older) to
investigate age related differences in the neighbor frequency effect. A prior study by
Rayner, Reichle, Stroud, Williams & Pollatsek (2006) concluded that elderly readers
adopt a riskier reading strategy that relies heavily on partial parafoveal information.
iv
Therefore, elderly readers may be more likely to miscode words that have higher
frequency neighbors. Experiment 3 examined the role that syntax plays in the neighbor
frequency effect during reading. Prior research by Folk and Morris (2003) using
ambiguous word stimuli that spanned syntactic category suggests that syntax can mediate
the meaning resolution process. A critical difference between lexically ambiguous words
and the words used in experiments 1-3 is that the two meanings of lexically ambiguous
words have the phonological code. Therefore, Experiment 4 used words that are
homonyms with their higher frequency neighbor (beech, beach).
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
There are still many unresolved questions in the study of reading. However, the last
few decades have produced an enormous amount of data and insight into the processing
that occurs while we read silently. For instance, quite a good deal is known about the
factors that affect the process of getting to the meaning of a word. Probably the most
agreed upon of these factors is word frequency. This variable, which to some degree
captures how often a reader has processed the word in the past, is inversely related to the
time needed to process the word (lexical decision and naming: Andrews, 1989; Balota &
Chumbley, 1984, 1985; Forster & Chambers, 1973; Schilling, Rayner & Chumbley, 1998,
categorization: Balota & Cumbley, 1984, eye movements during reading: Inhoff&
Rayner, 1986; Juhasz & Rayner, 2003; Just & Carpenter, 1980; Kliegl, Grabner, Rolfs &
Engbert, 2004; Rayner & Duffy, 1986; Slattery, Pollatsek & Rayner, 2007). Intriguingly,
not only does the frequency of a letter string matter; in addition, the frequency of a
word’s meaning also influences the time to recognize it. This is perhaps most evident
from the results of experiments looking at the effects of lexical ambiguity.
Many words in the English language have more than one distinct meaning. For
instance, the word 'bank' could either mean a financial institution or the side of a river.
Words such as this are often referred to as lexically ambiguous. Early research into the
nature of these ambiguous words focused on differentiating between two different
hypotheses; the selective access hypothesis, and the exhaustive access hypothesis. The
selective access hypothesis assumes that readers can use context to select only the
appropriate meaning of an ambiguous word. The exhaustive access hypothesis assumes
that all meanings of an ambiguous word are initially activated with context choosing the
correct meaning in later processing stages. Most of these early studies used priming as a
methodology (Swinney, 1979; Onifer & Swinney, 1981; Seidenberg, Tanenhaus, Leiman
& Bienkowski, 1982). Priming is a technique in which a prime stimulus is presented to a
participant followed by a second target stimulus; often a pattern mask will intervene
between the two stimuli. Participants are then required to make a response to the target.
The task is usually lexical decision or naming. These early studies (some of which dealt
with spoken language) strongly suggested that at short stimulus onset asynchronies
(SOAs) between prime and target, all the meanings of an ambiguous word are activated.
That is, when the prime word is ambiguous such as ‘bank’, targets that are related to
either meaning of this prime (‘cash’, ‘river’) are responded to faster than control words
that are not related to the prime (‘foot’). Interestingly, these same studies found that at
longer SOAs only the contextually appropriate meaning of the ambiguous word remained
active. One assumption in studies using the priming methodology is that the priming
spreads forward from the prime word to the target word. However, it has been shown that
targets can actually affect the activation of the earlier presented prime words (Koriat,
1981 ). This finding compromises the interpretation that all meanings of a lexically
ambiguous word are initially activated. If an ambiguous word such as ‘bank’ is used as a
prime, we would expect that target words related to either meaning may be responded to
faster than controls not because both meanings of the prime were initially activated but
because of backward priming from the related targets. In fact, Glucksberg, Kreuz, and
Rho ( 1986) showed that when backward priming is eliminated by using non-word targets
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that are orthographically similar to the related meanings of ambiguous words, the data
supported the selective access account.
Given the complications with interpreting the results from priming studies,
researchers began exploring lexically ambiguous words using methodologies that aren’t
susceptible to such confounds. Eye-tracking provides just such a methodology.
Additionally, eye tracking provides researchers with a number of dependent measures
that can be used to investigate the time course of language processing. First pass reading
is an important concept in the understanding of these different eye movement measures.
First pass reading begins once the reader has fixated the target region (often a single word)
and ends once the reader leaves the target region to fixate somewhere else. First pass
reading measures include first fixation duration (the duration of the first fixation on a
word regardless of how many times the word is fixated), single fixation duration (the
fixation duration contingent of the word being fixated exactly once), and gaze duration
(the sum of all first pass fixations on the target word). These first pass reading measures
are often interpreted as reflecting early/initial language processing. Eater measures of
language processing include second pass time (the sum of all non-first pass fixations on
the target sometimes referred to as rereading time), spillover (the duration of the first
fixation after leaving the target word regardless of where this fixation lands), and total
time (the sum of all fixations on the target).
Eye-tracking experiments investigating lexical ambiguity have proven sensitive
enough to distinguish two important subclasses of lexically ambiguous words. These are
balanced and biased lexically ambiguous words. A balanced lexically ambiguous word
is one whose two meanings are approximately equal in frequency while a biased word
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has one meaning that is significantly more frequent than the other. Eye tracking studies
investigating lexical ambiguity have embedded these two types ot lexically ambiguous
words into two types of contexts: neutral sentence contexts, and biased sentence contexts.
The following are examples of balanced and biased lexically ambiguous words embedded
into these sentence contexts (unambiguous control words that were matched in frequency
appear in parenthesis):
Earlier the punch (cider) was too warm to drink. [Balanced word/Neutral context]
They stirred the punch (cider) before serving it. [Balanced word/Biased context]
John thought the port(soup) was delicious. [Biased word/Neutral context]
He served the port(soup) to his guests. [Biased word/Biased context]
When balanced ambiguous words were embedded in neutral sentence contexts
(contexts where either meaning of an ambiguous word could fit), balanced ambiguous
words were fixated for a longer amount of time during first pass reading than control
words (Binder & Rayner, 1998; Duffy, Morris & Rayner, 1988; Folk & Morris, 2003;
Rayner & Duffy, 1986, 1987). However, when prior context was biased to only one of
the word meanings, these balanced ambiguous words no longer show elevated fixation
times relative to the controls (Duffy et al., 1988; Rayner & Duffy, 1987). The situation is
somewhat reversed for biased ambiguous words. That is, when these words were
preceded by neutral contexts, they weren’t fixated any longer than controls during first
pass reading. However, when biased ambiguous words were embedded in contexts that
supported only the subordinate (less frequent) meaning of the word, first pass reading
times on these words were longer than on control words (Binder & Rayner, 1998; Duffy
et ah, 1988; Rayner & Duffy, 1987). This latter effect is now commonly referred to as
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the subordinate bias effect (Rayner, Pacht, & Duffy, 1 994). This clearly indicates that
fixation durations on words are affected by more than just the frequency of word forms.
That is the frequency of word meanings (in conjunction with sentence context) also
affects the duration of eye fixations.
According to the reordered access hypothesis (Duffy et al., 1988), prior context can
affect the order in which word meanings are accessed. So in the case where the
subordinate meaning of an ambiguous word is supported by prior context, it can actually
compete with the dominant meaning and therefore more time is required to process these
words resulting in increased fixation durations. However, for balanced ambiguous words,
prior context that supports a single meaning serves to boost the activation of this meaning
and thus the competition that would have been present in a neutral context is avoided and
these words are processed just as fast as controls.
So far in my discussion (and in the literature), ambiguous words are considered single
words with multiple meanings. However, it would seem just as reasonable to consider an
ambiguous word to be two separate words with an identical spelling (and for our
discussion, an identical pronunciation). As it turns out, words with similar spellings are
common in English and have provided another line of research into lexical access.
Words with similar spellings are referred to as word neighbors. There are many different
types of word neighbors that have been studied to date. However, the first definition of a
word neighbor was proposed by Landauer and Streeter ( 1973). According to their
definition, words were neighbors if they were identical except for a single letter
substitution somewhere in the string. So according to this definition, the words “clock”
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and “cloak” arc word neighbors. Word neighbors of this type are nowadays referred to as
substitution neighbors.
The research into substitution neighbors has unfortunately provided inconsistent
results. Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson. and Besner (1977) were the first to investigate
how the number of word neighbors (neighborhood size) affects word recognition. In a
lexical decision task, they manipulated the neighborhood size of both the word and non-
word stimuli. They found no effect of neighborhood size on responses to words for either
reaction times or error rates. However, the ‘no’ responses for nonwords with many word
neighbors were both slower and less accurate than for nonwords with few word neighbors.
Contrary to these results, Andrews (1989) conducted a series of four experiments
investigating the effects of neighborhood size. According to her results, having a large
neighborhood is beneficial to word recognition at least for low frequency words. Still
other studies have found that having a higher frequency neighbor is inhibitory (Grainger
& Jacobs, 1996; Grainger, O’Regan, Jacobs, & Segui, 1989; cf.. Sear, Hino, & Lupker,
1995). This inhibitory effect of having a higher frequency neighbor is predicted by
computational models like the activation verification model (Paap, Newsome, McDonald,
& Schvaneveldt, 1982). In this model, multiple words that are similar to the orthographic
input are activated in parallel in an initial processing stage. Then in a final processing
stage these activated words are checked against the initial input in the order of their
frequency with the highest frequency word being activated first.
All of the studies discussed so far used either a lexical decision (LDT) or naming task,
and as it turns out, these experimental tasks have a number of drawbacks, especially the
LDT (Balota & Chumbley, 1984; Balota & Spieler, 1999; Chumbley & Balota, 1985).
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Early researchers in the field of visual word recognition believed that a ‘yes’ response to
a word could only be made on the basis of a correct access to the lexical entry for that
word. However, lexical decision times for words have been shown to vary based on the
types of nonwords used in the study. In fact, in current models of the LDT that do a good
job fitting the data, lexical access seems to play only a minor role (Balota & Spieler, 1999;
Grainger & Jacobs, 1996). To illustrate one of the problems with using the LDT here,
consider the case where a participant incorrectly accesses a word’s neighbor instead of
the target word itself. This situation would result in the participant responding ‘word’
even though a coding error had occurred. This type of error response would not be
distinguishable from a correct ‘word’ response.
While no methodology is perfect, one that I believe is better suited for investigating
how words are processed during reading is measuring eye movements while people are
actually reading text. As already noted, this methodology has proven useful in the study
of lexically ambiguous words. While there haven’t been many studies investigating the
effects of word neighbors using eye tracking, the studies that have been performed
provide more consistent results than the methodologies discussed in Andrews (1997).
The first of these studies was Perea and Pollatsek (1998). They reported a series of
experiments looking at neighborhood effects using both the LDT and eye movement
measures of sentence reading. Their stimuli were words that were equated on
neighborhood size, but which had either no higher frequency neighbors or at least one
higher frequency neighbor. In a sentence reading task, they found no significant
difference between items with higher frequency neighbors and those without them in first
pass reading measures (first fixation and gaze duration). However, in later measures.
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such as regression back to the target word and total fixation time, they did find inhibitory
effects of neighbor frequency. These findings would then agree with those of Grainger
and Jacobs (1996), and Grainger et al. (1989). However, in a more recent investigation
Sears, Campbell, and Lupker (2006) were unable to completely replicate the results of
Perea and Pollatsek. They found effects of neighbor frequency in the LDT using Perea
and Pollatsek's items that were significant by participants but not by items. However, in
an eye-tracking experiment. Sears et al (2006) failed to find the significant differences
reported by Perea and Pollatsek in late eye movement measures (though see Slattery,
Pollatsek, & Perea submitted).
In Pollatsek, Perea, and Binder ( 1 999), neighborhood size was manipulated in two
experiments. All the targets had at least one higher frequency neighbor, and the
frequency of the highest frequency neighbor was equated. However the items from large
neighborhoods had on average, a larger number of higher frequency neighbors. These
words were embedded in sentences and the authors found that words with many
neighbors were looked at longer. However, due to the above mentioned confound with
the number of higher frequency neighbors, they conducted a post hoc regression analysis
to separate the effects of lower and higher frequency neighbors and again found that
having a higher frequency neighbor is inhibitory while having lower frequency neighbors
is facilitative. A follow up experiment used target words that had either large or small
neighborhoods but that were equated for number of higher frequency neighbors. The
results of this experiment failed to find significant differences in early fixation time
measures, however there was a significant effect of whether or not the target word was
skipped. Words with many low frequency neighbors were skipped 12.5% more often
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than words with few low frequency neighbors; this would suggest a facilitative effect of
neighborhood size. However, participants looked back to the target word more often if
the word had many low frequency neighbors and there were longer total fixation times on
these words. As Pollatsek et al. pointed out, one likely explanation for this pattern of
results is that participants were sometimes skipping words due to having misidentified
them in the parafovea (i.e., they thought the target word was one of its neighbors). This
would be more likely to happen when a word has many neighbors. However, when
readers later realize that this word isn’t the correct word they regress back to reanalyze it.
The pattern of results from eye movement studies thus indicates that having many lower
frequency neighbors may be weakly facilitative but that these effects tend to be masked
by much larger inhibitory effects due to higher frequency neighbors. Therefore it seems
that in tasks where it is really necessary to obtain the correct meaning of the word, the
inhibitory aspect of word neighbors tend to dominate.
Summing up, it would appear that there are interesting similarities between the
processing of words with higher frequency neighbors and ambiguous words. For
instance, eye movement research on biased ambiguous words in neutral contexts have
failed to show effects in early eye movement measures but do show inhibitive effects
later on after disambiguation toward the less frequent word meaning (Rayner & Duffy,
1987 Expt. 2). This is similar to the findings of Perea and Pollatsek (1998) Experiment 2
and the post hoc analysis reported by Pollatsek et al. (1999) Experiment 3. This post hoc
analysis suggested that readers were often skipping words with many neighbors because
they had incorrectly accessed a higher frequency neighbor and also indicated that words
with many neighbors were regressed back to more often once subsequent text alerted
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them to their initial coding mistake. Lexical ambiguity research has also shown that
when preceding context is consistent with the less frequent meaning of the biased
ambiguous word early eye movement measures show inhibition similar to that of
balanced ambiguous words (Rayner & Duffy, 1987 Expt. 3; Binder & Rayner, 1998).
Again, a similar pattern of results for words with many neighbors was reported in
Pollatsek et al. (1999) Experiment 3. Their post hoc regression analyses suggested that
when the higher frequency neighbor of the target word could not fit in with the sentence
(thus the prior context supported only the lower frequency target word not its higher
frequency neighbor) there were early inhibitory effects due to the number of higher
frequency neighbors.
It is therefore possible that a word with higher frequency neighbors will show
competition between word meanings similar to ambiguous words when embedded in a
sentence with a prior context that favors the meaning of the actual lower frequency word
over its higher frequency neighbor. That is, I intend to test whether there is a parallel
between ambiguous words and words with higher frequency neighbors. In this view, the
meanings of an ambiguous words can be thought of as extreme examples of orthographic
neighbors—ones that can not be disambiguated by their orthographic code. In essence
the meanings of an ambiguous word are not only word neighbors but they are in fact
word roommates.
An additional goal of the current research is to advance the efforts of
computational models of eye movements like the E-Z Reader model (Pollatsek, Reichle
& Rayner, 2006; Rayner, Ashby, Pollatsek, & Reichle, 2004; Reichle, Pollatsek, Fisher,
& Rayner, 1998; Reichle, Rayner, & Pollatsek, 2003). This model is capable of
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explaining a large amount of eye movement data and is widely accepted as the leading
model of eye movement control during reading. Given that the effects obtained in the
current studies will be interpreted through the theoretical framework of E-Z Reader it
would be prudent to provide a brief description of the model now.
E-Z Reader is considered a “sequential attention shift” or SAS model. In E-Z
Reader, the attention that enables word identification moves from word to word in a
sequential manner. However, just because attention moves in a sequential manner does
not mean that the eyes follow such a strict pattern. E-Z Reader is capable of modeling
word skipping and the refixations that occur during reading by decoupling the decision of
when to move the eyes from the decision of where to move the eyes. E-Z Reader is
comprised of three main systems; visual, oculomotor, and word identification. The visual
system is responsible for early processing and providing cues for attention selection and
for eye movement commands. The oculomotor system controls eye movements, and
there are two stages in the motor program for an eye movement: a labile (Mi) stage and a
non-labile (M2) stage. During the M| stage, the saccade that is programmed can be
canceled by a subsequent eye movement program, but once the Mi stage has begun, the
saccade that has been programmed can no longer be cancelled and will be executed at the
end of the stage.
The word identification system also consists of two stages referred to as L| and L2.
In earlier versions of the model, the first stage (L| ) was referred to as a familiarity check
of the word and the second stage (L2 ) as lexical access. The times required for stage
Liand stage L2 both depend on the frequency and predictability of the word being
attended to. The lower the frequency and predictability of the word the longer these
stages will take. When a reader shifts attention to word ‘n’, the word identification
system begins L|. When Li completes, a signal is sent to the oculomotor system to move
the eyes to word ‘n+1’ and Mi begins. Once L2 of the word identification system finishes,
a signal is sent to the visual system to move attention to word ‘n+1’. This shift of
attention to word ‘n+1 ’ causes the word identification system to begin Li on word ‘n+1’.
Meanwhile, back in the oculomotor system, the completion of M| will cause the start of
M 2 , and at the end of this stage a saccade will be executed. E-Z Reader can account for
skips because the timing of the transitions within and between systems can cause a
number of different eye movement patterns. For instance, if M| for the saccade from ‘n’
to "n+1 ’ completes prior to the completion of Li for word ‘n+1’, a saccade will be
executed to word ‘n+1 ’. However if Li for word ‘n+1’ occurs first, a new saccade
program will be initiated to word ‘n+2’ and word ‘n+1’ will be skipped.
In E-Z Reader, a refixation saccade is planned on a word with a probability that
depends on both the length of the word and the position of the first fixation. The longer
the word, the greater the likelihood it will be refixated. Additionally, the further the
initial fixation lands from the optimal viewing position (a little bit to the left of the center
of a word; Rayner, 1979; Rayner, 1998; Vitu, O’Regan, & Mittau, 1990) the more likely
it is that the word will be refixated (O'Regan & Levy-Schoen, 1987). These assumptions
are sufficient to capture the fact that longer words are refixated more than short words
and words are more likely to be refixated when the initial fixations are far from their
optimal position. Since the information needed to determine if a refixation should be
planned is low-spatial frequency information (word length/initial landing position), the
information from the early processing of the visual system provides the refixation cue to
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the oculomotor system. This means that a refixation saccade can begin Mi as soon as the
word is fixated rather than having to wait until Li has completed. Of course this
refixation saccade can be cancelled by a subsequent saccade plan as described above, and
cancellation is more likely to happen if the word currently fixated is of high frequency
than if it is of low frequency.
In a recent chapter, Reichle, Pollatsek, and Rayner (2007) attempted to lay the
groundwork for adapting the E-Z Reader model to account for the effects of lexical
ambiguity resolution. They point out that in order for an aspect of a target word to
modulate first fixation durations within the E-Z Reader model, it would have to affect the
initial LI stage of word processing and thus that accessing word meaning has to be part
of the LI stage. They were also able to show in their final simulation that E-Z Reader
could simulate the effects of lexical ambiguity resolution by adding a context sensitive
mechanism of competition between word meanings to the LI stage. This mechanism of
competition was therefore consistent with the reordered access hypothesis. If the effects
of neighbor frequency parallel those of lexical ambiguity it should be possible to model
both effects within a similar framework.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENT 1
Can prior sentence context have an affect on words with a high trequency neighbor
similar to the affect it has on lexical ambiguity during silent reading?
Motivation
As outlined above, the pattern of data with lexically ambiguous words shares some
striking similarities with the pattern of data in neighbor frequency effects. These
similarities suggest that a word’s higher frequency neighbor may be activated and
compete with the actual target word for lexical access in a way similar to the competition
between the two meanings of a lexically ambiguous word. In the first experiment,
participants read sentences that contained one of two types of target words; experimental
or control. The experimental target words had a high frequency neighbor, control words
did not. Additionally, there were two types of sentences that these words could be
embedded in; neutral context and biased context. In neutral context sentences, both the
target word and its higher frequency neighbor were consistent with the prior text. In
biased context sentences, the target word was consistent with the prior context, but the
higher frequency neighbor was anomalous.
If words with higher frequency neighbors behave similarly to biased ambiguous
words, we should see no differences between the experimental and control target words
in the neutral sentence frames for the early eye movement measures (first fixation and
gaze duration). However, in later measures (second pass time and regressions back to the
target word) we should see evidence of increased processing cost for the words with
higher frequency neighbors. In the biased sentences, we should see more immediate
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effects; words with higher frequency neighbors should show longer first fixation
durations and gaze durations with little to no increase in later measures such as second
pass time. The reasoning is as follows. If the reader initially coded the upcoming word as
its higher frequency neighbor, the prior context should immediately rule this word out
and the reader will have to reprocess the word in order for the sentence to make sense. It
is likely that this effect will occur fast enough to affect first fixation durations as well as
gaze durations.
Method
Participants. Thirty two participants were recruited from the University of
Massachusetts Amherst community. They were all native English speakers with normal
or corrected to normal vision. Participants received either course credit or cash
equivalent as compensation for their time.
Apparatus . Eye-movements were recorded with an Eyelink 1000 interfaced with a
Pentium 4 computer. This eye-tracker samples and records the position of the reader's
eye every millisecond. Participants were seated 50 cm away from a 19 inch ViewSonic
monitor. Text was displayed in a 12 point font, and 3 characters equaled 1 degree of
visual angle. Eye movements were only recorded from the participant’s right eye;
however viewing was binocular.
Design & Stimuli . Forty four words with at least one higher frequency neighbor were
matched with 44 control words that do not have a higher frequency neighbor. The higher
frequency neighbor of the experimental words was always a substitution neighbor in
which the substitution was not in the first letter position. Additionally, the higher
frequency neighbor was able to be used as the same part of speech (syntactic category) as
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the target word itself. The target words (experimental vs. control) were also equated for a
number of other variables that have been shown to influence fixation durations: word
frequency, mean log bigram frequency (MLBF), number of syllables, and number of low
frequency neighbors. With regards to word frequency, the experimental and control
items were equated according to the Francis and Kucera (Francis & Kucera, 1982),
CELEX (Baayen,
,
Piepenbrock, & van Rijn, 1995), and HAL (Burgess, 1998) estimates
to avoid any problems due to possible oddities in any one of the estimates. Additionally,
for all of the experimental items, the higher frequency neighbor was rated as higher in
frequency in all three coipuses. The means for these word variables are presented in the
table below.
Table 1: Experiment 1 Target Word Properties
Variable Experimental Control HFN
Kucera &
Francis
12 13 139
CELEX 15 16 127
LOG HAL 7.9 8.0 10.6
MLBF 2.7 2.6 3.0
# of Letters 5.1 5.0 5.1
# of Syllables 1.2 1.3 1.3
# of Neighbors 4 2 5
Each pair of target words was embedded into two sentence frames—a neutral frame
and a biased frame for a total of 88 unique sentences. Additionally, the target words
never occupied the first or last two word positions of the sentences. In the neutral
sentence frame both target words and the experimental targets’ higher frequency
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neighbor could initially fit into the sentence. However, post-target text in the neutral
sentence frames was incompatible with the higher frequency neighbor. In the biased
sentence frames, pre-target context was more congruent with the target words
(experimental and control) than with the experimental target’s higher frequency neighbor.
The following are examples of a neutral and biased sentence frame (the target words are
in parenthesis with the experimental target appearing first, the higher frequency neighbor
appears in brackets at the end of the sentence).
Neutral'. The brand new (choir/flute) sounded much better than the old one. [chair]
Biased: The beautiful sound from the new (choir/flute) echoed threw the room, [chair]
Latin square counterbalancing of the sentences was employed such that each target
word was seen exactly once by every subject (half in the neutral context and half in the
biased context). In this way every subject read 22 neutral items with an experimental
word, 22 neutral items with a control word, 22 biased items with an experimental word
and 22 biased items with a control word. Therefore, both sentence type (biased vs.
neutral) and the target type (experimental vs. control) were factorially manipulated within
subject variables.
In addition to the above mentioned factors, I explored one other factor in the current
study. In a separate set of sentences, I embedded the higher frequency neighbor of half of
the experimental target words. These sentences were presented to readers prior to the
presentation of the experimental items. This manipulation was added to the design in
hopes that it might increase the interference from having a higher frequency neighbor. If
there is competition between a visually presented word and its high frequency neighbor,
because of a higher resting level of activation for the neighbor, this resting activation
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should be even higher when it was recently presented. This manipulation was also
counterbalanced across participants and items. However, this variable was only
manipulated for the experimental items as the control items did not have a high frequency
neighbor to present. Therefore, the final design can not be considered a true 2x2x2
factorial within participant experiment.
Procedure . Participants were provided with a consent form to read upon arrival for the
experiment. This form outlined the experimental procedure for them, and alerted them to
any potential risks. After the participant agreed to participate in the experiment (by
signing the consent form) the eye-tracker was aligned for them and a short
calibration/validation routine was conducted. The calibration procedure involves having
the subject look at a random sequence of three fixation points presented horizontally
across the middle of the computer screen. The validation procedure repeated this process
and returned the average error between calibration and validation. If this error was greater
than .5 degrees of visual angle the entire calibration/validation procedure was repeated.
This entire process usually took no longer than 5 minutes. After this, the participant read
12 practice sentences. Following the practice sentences, participants read an initial block
of 44 items, 22 of which contained the higher frequency neighbor of an experimental
target word. After the initial block, the experimental sentences were presented. All
sentences were presented vertically centered on the computer monitor and sentence order
was randomized for each participant. Participants were instructed to read silently for
comprehension and to press a button on a key pad when they finished reading the
sentence. Comprehension questions appeared on the screen after a third of all the items.
These ‘yes/no’ questions required the participants to respond via button press. Upon
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completion of the experiment, the participants were given written and oral feedback
concerning the studies purpose as well as compensation for their time. The entire
experiment lasted between 30 and 45 minutes.
Normative Data . Given that the experiment employed a within-item design where two
target words were embedded into the same sentence frames, it was crucial that the target
words both fit equally well into the sentences. In order to assure that this was the case,
off-line ratings of how well each of the targets fit into the two sentence frames were
collected. Thirty six participants, who did not participate in the eye-tracking portion of
the experiment, were presented with both versions of the sentence and asked to choose if
one of the two targets fit better than the other or if both targets fit equally well into the
sentence frame. The order of presentation of the versions of the sentences was
counterbalanced to prevent order bias from affecting the results. Participant responses
were coded with a 0 (experimental word fit better), 1 (both words fit equally), or 2
(control word fit better). The average difference in rating between the words with high
frequency neighbors and their controls was -0.004 for the neutral condition and 0.014 for
the biased condition. A t-test of these item differences failed to show any significant
differences in fit between the experimental and control words for both the neutral and
biased items, both |ts| < 1 . Additionally, the test of the interaction contrast between the
two types of items failed to reach significance, |t| < 1.
It was also important that the higher frequency neighbor of the experimental target fit
well into the neutral but not the biased sentence at the point of the target word. In order
to assure that this was the case, another group of 24 participants rated whether the
experimental word or its higher frequency neighbor fit better in the sentence fragments.
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Ratings were based on a five point scale with the use of scale being counterbalanced so
that for half of the items, a score of 5 meant that the higher frequency neighbor fit much
better than the experimental target and for the other half of the items this rating would
mean that the experimental target fit better than its neighbor. During data analysis, these
scores were translated into a consistent coding scheme so that a score of zero meant that
both the experimental word and its high frequency neighbor fit equally well into the
fragment with scores below zero indicating a preference for the high frequency neighbor.
The mean for the neutral items was -0.58 indicating a small but significant preference for
the higher frequency neighbor t(43) = -4.68, p < 0.001. This result is neither surprising
nor detrimental to the current study. It is likely the result of participants preferring high
frequency words due to their increased familiarity. Additionally, for the purposes of the
current study it is only crucial to ensure that the experimental target words were preferred
over their higher frequency neighbors in the biased sentences. The mean preference
rating for the biased sentences was 1.58 indicating a strong preference for the
experimental words over their higher frequency neighbors, t(43) = 16.58, p < 0.001.
Additionally, the t-test of the interaction contrast scores showed a significant interaction
between context and the fit of the higher frequency neighbor t(43) = 14.53, p < 0.001.
Results . As mentioned earlier, eye-tracking offers a number of dependent measures
which have been related to different aspects of the reading process. Given the findings in
the literature on both neighbor frequency and lexical ambiguity it was necessary to
analyze a number of these measures. Six measures of fixation durations on the target
words were analyzed using t-tests (with variability being analyzed both by subjects and
by items). These measures, which were explained earlier, are first fixation duration.
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single fixation duration, gaze duration, second pass time, spillover, and total time. Five
dependent means t-tests were conducted on each of these measures. These tested the main
effect of context( neutral vs. biased), the main effect of target type (experimental vs.
control), the effect of priming the experimental targets (primed experimental targets vs.
unprimed experimental targets), the context by target type interaction, and context by
priming interaction.
Previous studies have failed to find significant differences between words with higher
frequency neighbors and those without in the early measures of eye-tracking (first
fixation duration, gaze duration) but have found differences in later measures (spillover,
total time). This was the effect I expected to obtain in the neutral sentence condition.
However, in the biased sentence condition I expected to find differences in the early
measures as well, which may lead to a sentence type by target type interaction in the
early measures such as first fixation duration.
In addition to the fixation time measures I analyzed three other eye movement
measures—skipping rate, refixation rate, and percent of regressions back to the target. To
fully understand skipping rate and refixation rate it is necessary to understand what is
meant by ‘first pass reading’. First pass reading for a word begins when the word is
fixated and ends as soon as the eyes move to a different word. When a reader fixates a
word to the right of a target word prior to fixating the target word, this target word is said
to be skipped—even it the reader eventually fixates the target. When the reader fixates
the target word more than once during first pass reading, the target word is said to have
been refixated. Regression rate back to a target is the percent of trials in which there was
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a saccade to the target from the right regardless of whether or not the target was fixated
during first pass reading.
These additional measures proved valuable for Pollatsek, Perea, & Binder ( 1999).
For instance, they found that words with many neighbors were skipped more often than
words with few neighbors but readers regressed back to these same words more often as
well. If, in the neutral sentences, participants sometimes miscode the experimental target
word as its higher frequency neighbor in the parafovea, they may skip the word more
often than the control word. However, as the higher frequency neighbor never fits with
the post target text, participants should be more likely to regress to this word as well if
this type of error has occurred.
Prior to analysis, fixation durations less than 80 ms were removed from the data
record (less than 1% of the total fixations). Additionally, fixation durations over 1000 ms
that were on the target word or within a fixation of a target word fixation resulted in the
trials deletion (less than 1% of the total trials). Participants were correct on 96% of trials.
Table 2 presents the fixation duration data from Experiment 1, and Table 3 presents the
means for the additional eye movement measures.
The remaining results section will be broken into two parts. The first will consist of
the early eye movement measures (first fixation duration, single fixation duration, gaze
duration, skipping percentage, and refixation rate). According to computational models of
eye movements like the E-Z Reader model these measures are considered early because
they are influenced by the timing of the decision to move the eyes past or off the target
word. The second part will consist of late eye movement measures (total time, second
pass time, spillover, and percent regressions into the target). All of these measures are
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affected by later processing or reprocessing of the target words. Additionally, all of these
late measures except for spillover are influenced by a decision to move the eyes back to
the target word.
Early Eye Movement Measures. The key data are (a) the effect of neighborhood
frequency (mean fixation time on the words with higher frequency neighbors minus mean
fixation time on the controls) in the neutral context, and (b) the effect of neighborhood
frequency in the biased context (see Tables 2 and 3). However, there were virtually no
significant effects on any of the early eye movement measures (i.e., those measures that
reflected processing before the eyes left the target word). For first fixation duration, there
was virtually no neighborhood frequency effect in either condition (2 ms and -1 ms,
respectively), ts < 1 . For single fixation duration, there was a suggestion of an effect in
both context conditions (7 ms and 5 ms, respectively); however, neither the main effect of
neighborhood frequency nor the interaction of neighborhood frequency with context were
significant ts <1. The pattern was somewhat different for gaze duration, as there was a 10
ms neighborhood frequency effect in the neutral condition but only a 1 ms neighborhood
frequency effect in the biased condition; however, the 5 ms main effect did not reach
significance,, 1 1 (3 1 ) = 1.37, p > 0.15, t2(43) = 1.02, p > 0.30, nor did the interaction,, tl <
1, t2(43) = 1.32, p > 0.15.
Target words were skipped during first pass reading on of 17.4% of the trials.
However, skipping rates were affected very little by any of the factors in the study.
Participants were 1.7% more likely to skip the target region in neutral sentences than
biased ones (1.7%)„ tl < 1, t2(43) = 1.09, p > 0.25, though this was far from significant.
Participants were also 1 .2% more likely to skip the experimental targets than the controls
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but neither the main effect of neighbor frequency nor its interaction with context
approached significance ts < 1.
The target words were refixated during first pass reading on 14.0% of the trials.
Refixation rates also differed very little between the different conditions of this
experiment. The refixation rate was higher for targets in biased context than in the neutral
context( 15. 1% vs. 12.8%) but this difference did not reach significance,, 1 1 ( 3 1 ) = -1.53, p
>0.10, t2(43) = -1.66, p > 0.10. The refixation rate was also slightly higher for
experimental targets than for controls (14.6% vs. 13.4%) but neither this main effect nor
the interaction with context approached significance ts < 1
.
Table 2: Experiment 1 Target Fixation Duration Measures
Measure Neutral
Experimental
Neutral
Control
Biased
Experimental
Biased
Control
First 231 229 226 226
Fixation (40) (37) (25) (32)
Single 237 229 232 228
Fixation (51) (37) (29) (30)
Gaze 260 250 251 250
Duration (58) (44) (38) (39)
Total 349 296 289 277
Time (115) (87) (70) (61)
Second Pass 90 51 39 31
(74) (57) (39) (34)
Spillover 235 227 237 226
(36) (32) (46) (32)
Note: All times are in milliseconds with standard deviations in parentheses.
The priming manipulation used in this experiment had very little impact on the early
eye movement measures just discussed. When the experimental targets high frequency
neighbor had been read earlier, first fixation durations were 9 ms shorter in the neutral
condition and 2 ms longer in the biased condition. However, neither the main effect of
priming nor its interaction with context was significant ts < 1 . Additionally, the 1 0 ms
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effect in the neutral condition failed to reach significance,, 1 1 (3 1 ) = 1.18, p > 0.20, t2(43)
= 1.44, p > 0.15. For single fixation duration, the suggestion of an interaction was more
pronounced -8 ms in the neutral condition and 6 ms in the biased condition however,
neither the main effect of priming nor the interaction of priming with context were
significant; main effect ts < 1, interaction,, 1 1 (3 1 ) = 1.07, p > 0.25, t2 < 1. The interactive
pattern was somewhat smaller for gaze duration, as the priming effect was -5 ms in the
neutral condition and only a 1 ms in the biased condition ts < 1 . The skipping rate and
the refixation rate were virtually identical in the different priming conditions all ts < 1
.
Table 3: Experiment 1 Additional Target Measures
Measure Neutral Neutral Biased Biased
Experimental Control Experimental Control
Skip% 19.0 17.3 16.9 16.4
(15.4) (14.4) (13.4) (13.9)
Refixation% 13.7 11.9 15.5 14.8
(12.0) (9.0) (10.9) (11.4)
Regression% 21.0 11.3 8.8 6.5
(14.3) (10.9) (8.1) (7.6)
Note: values are in percentages with standard deviations in parentheses.
Late Eye Movement Measures . Of the late eye movement measures analyzed in the
current study, spillover is likely to tap the earliest processing. Spillover fixations after
experimental targets were 8 ms longer than after controls in the neutral condition and 1
1
ms longer than controls in the supportive condition. This main effect approached
significance,, 1 1 (3 1 ) = 1.98, p < 0.06, t2(43) = 1.42, p < 0.15 but the interaction was far
from significant ts < 1
.
Second pass time was significantly longer (24 ms) for experimental targets than for
their controls,, 1 1 (3 1 ) = 3.52. p < 0.002, t2(43) = 2.46, p < 0.02. These main effects need
to be viewed in light of a significant 32 ms context by target type interaction,, 1 1(3 1 ) =
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2.66, p < 0.02, t2(43) = 2.26, p < 0.03. This interaction was due to experimental targets
being reread an average of 40 ms more than controls in neutral contexts but only 8 ms
more in biased contexts.
Given the effects in second pass time, it is likely that there is also an effect in
regressions back to the target words. However, the regressions measure is not simply
redundant with second pass time. First, the rereading of target words that contributes to
second pass time does not have to come solely from regressions back to the target. This
rereading can also occur when a reader regresses back from the target word and then
progresses to the target from the left. Additionally, increases in regression rates can be
used as an estimate of the rate of miscoding the experimental targets. There were
significantly more (9.8%) regressions back to the target words in the neutral condition
than in the biased condition,, 1 1 (3 1 ) = 5.67, p < 0.001, t2(43) = 4.70, p < 0.001.
Participants also regressed to experimental target words 6% more often than to control
words,, 1 1 (3 1 ) = 4.71, p < 0.001, t2(43) = 3.72, p < 0.001. Participants regressed to
experimental targets 9.8% more than to controls in neutral contexts but only 2.3% more
in biased contexts. This interaction which mirrored the one in second pass time was
significant, 1 1 (3 1
)
= 2.95, p < 0.01 , t2(43) = 2.45, p < 0.02.
The pattern of results in total time paralleled the effects seen in second pass time.
Experimental targets were fixated for 32 ms more than their controls,, 1 1 ( 3 1
)
= 3.97, p <
0.001, t2(43) = 2.52, p < 0.02. However, this main effect must be viewed in light of a
highly significant 41 ms interaction of context and target type,, 1 1 (3 1
)
= 3.57, p < 0.001,
t2(43) = 2.67, p < 0.02. This interaction was the result of experimental targets being
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fixated for 52 ms longer than controls in the neutral context condition but only 1 1 ms
longer in the supportive condition.
Similar to the early fixation time measures, there was virtually no impact of the
priming manipulation on late fixation time measures. Spillover fixations were 2 ms
shorter after primed experimental targets than after unprimed targets but this did not
approach significance ts < 1. The effect of priming on spillover fixations was -9 ms in
neutral contexts and 5 ms for biased contexts though this 14 ms interaction was not
significant,, tl < 1, t2(43) = 1.10, p > 0.25. Participants spent 1 ms longer rereading
primed experimental targets than unprimed ones in neutral contexts and 9 ms longer in
biased contexts, however this 8 ms interaction did not approach significance ts < 1. Total
fixation time was the same for primed and unprimed targets in the neutral condition but 6
ms longer for primed targets in the biased condition ts < 1 . Somewhat surprisingly,
experimental targets whose high frequency neighbor had been read earlier were regressed
to 2.9% more often in the neutral condition, and 4.9% more often in the biased condition.
This mam effect was significant by items but only marginal by participants,, 1 1 (3 1 ) =
1.97, p < 0.06, t2(43) = 2.39, p < 0.03, and the interaction was not significant ts < 1.
Post Taruet Region. In Perea and Pollatsek (1998), there were delayed effects on the
two word region following the target word. In the current experiment this two word post
target region almost always contained words that would make the high frequency
neighbor anomalous. It may be the case that readers are slower to read this post target
material if they had miscoded the target as its high frequency neighbor. I analyzed both
first pass time and total time on this region. Note however, that this effect is somewhat
different than the effect in spillover durations as spillover fixations are not necessarily on
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these post target words, and may not be as sensitive to post target disambiguation. Due to
the fact that the post target regions were different between the two conditions, the main
effect of context was irrelevant. Instead, I analyzed the main effect of target word type,
the simple effect of target word type separately for each context condition, and the
interaction of context by target type. First pass reading on the post target region was 6
ms longer following experimental targets than following controls ts < 1. First pass
reading time on the post target region in the neutral contexts was no longer following
experimental targets than following controls ts < 1 . In the biased contexts, first pass
reading time was 12 ms longer following experimental targets than following controls,,
tl (3 1 ) = 1 .06, p > 0.25, t2(43) = 1 .20, p > 0.20. The interaction of context and target type
in the post target region was not significant ts < 1 . Total time on the post target region
was 24 ms longer following experimental targets than following controls,, tl (3 1 ) = 2.06,
p < 0.05, t2(43) = 2.66, p < 0.05. This effect was 25 ms for neutral contexts,, 1 1 (3 1 ) =
1.53, p > 0.10, t2(43) = 1.82, p > 0.07, and 22 ms for biased contexts,, 1 1 (3 1 ) = 1.84, p >
0.07, t2(43)= 1.74, p > 0.07. The interaction of context and target type did not approach
significance ts < 1. Thus it appears as though there are small delayed effects of neighbor
frequency similar to those seen in Perea and Pollatsek (1998).
Post hoc Analyses. The effects obtained on the target words were all late effects
related to looking back to the target word in the neutral condition. If I am correct that the
increase in regressions back to the target are due to initially miscoding the target as its
high frequency neighbor, it raises the question of whether this effect of miscoding the
targets is more likely to occur in the parafovea where visual processing is less precise. If
we take the increase in regressions to experimental targets over controls as a lower bound
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estimate of the miscoding rate, we can attempt to answer this question by comparing the
regression rates for targets that were skipped with those that were fixated. Due to the low
overall rate of skipping, I averaged over the priming variable in order to achieve more
stable means and degrees of freedom for this analysis. The remaining variables
(experimental targets vs. controls; neutral vs. biased contexts; fixated vs. skipped) were
analyzed with a 2x2x2 repeated measures ANOVA. There were 8.5% more regressions
to targets that were skipped than to those that were fixated,, F 1(1,24) = 9.35, p < 0.01,
F2( 1 ,3 1 ) = 5.67, p < 0.03. Additionally there were 7.2% more regressions to targets in the
neutral contexts than in the biased ones, F 1 ( 1 ,24) = 7.33, p < 0.02, F2( 1 ,3 1 ) = 1 2.6 1 , p <
0.002. Overall, the experimental targets were regressed to 2.3% more than controls but
this effect was only significant in the items analysis, F 1 ( 1 ,24) = 1 .09, p > 0.30, F2( 1 ,3 1
)
= 7.79, p < 0.01 . Experimental targets that were fixated were 7.2% more likely to be
regressed to than fixated controls, but skipped experimental targets were regressed to
2.5% less than skipped controls though this target by skip interaction was only significant
by subjects, F 1 ( 1,24) = 5.12, p < 0.05, F2 < 1 . This interaction strongly suggests that this
miscoding effect is not more likely to occur in the parafovea as miscoding was actually
more prevalent for fixated targets. No other effects approached significance, p’s >0.15.
Discussion. The data from Experiment 1 are somewhat mixed in regards to the
predictions 1 made. The data supported the predictions I made for the neutral contexts,
that is, there were no early effects of having a high frequency neighbor that fits prior
sentence context. However, in later measures there were clear large inhibitory effects of
having a high frequency neighbor that fits the prior sentence context but does not fit the
subsequent context. In fact, the regression rate to experimental targets in neutral contexts
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was nearly double that of controls, an effect size similar to the increase in regressions tor
garden path sentences. (The effect could be viewed as a lexical garden path.) These data
are in complete agreement with the literature already discussed on biased lexical
ambiguous in neutral contexts that are later disambiguated to the less frequent word
meaning. According to the reordered access hypothesis, this data pattern is due to the
higher frequency meaning being accessed before the lower frequency meaning. In the
current study it would then seem that at least on a certain portion of the trials, participants
had at first incorrectly accessed the high frequency neighbor. This would explain the
dramatic increase in regressions back to the experimental targets for rereading. This data
pattern would then seem to agree with the lexical ambiguity literature.
However, the data from the biased context conditions paint a different picture. This
condition was predicted to show an effect similar to the subordinate bias effect, longer
first pass reading times on experimental targets than controls. The data did not agree with
this prediction. In fact, there was next to no evidence of inhibition for experimental
words compared to controls in the biased context conditions. This result would then seem
to argue against the use of the reordered access model to explain the effect of a higher
frequency neighbor. That is, if words with a high frequency neighbor act like biased
lexically ambiguous words as the data from the neutral conditions suggest, then the
biased contexts should have boosted their activation (or hampered the activation of the
high frequency neighbor) creating competition between the experimental target and its
neighbor yielding longer processing times.
The current data are somewhat puzzling. The data show that the contextual fit of a
word (high frequency neighbor) that isn’t presented can influence late measures of
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processing on orthographically similar target words. This suggests that there is in fact
early competition between the actual target word and its high frequency neighbor which
at least occasionally results in the access of the high frequency neighbor. However, this
competition does not appear to be similar to that of biased ambiguous words. This is
because in contexts that biased the lower frequency word, we find no evidence for the
increased first pass reading times characteristic of biased ambiguous words.
Before discussing this conundrum further, I want to quickly discuss the effects of
priming the higher frequency neighbor. It was hoped that this manipulation would
increase the likelihood that the target would be influenced by its higher frequency
neighbor. The results failed to find any significant effects of priming on fixation duration
measures. However, there was a 3% increase in regressions to experimental targets that
were primed which did not interact with context. As already stated, regression rates are
particularly useful in assessing the rate of miscoding. This would then suggest that
increasing the resting activation level of the high frequency neighbor does increase the
chance of miscoding the target though only slightly and not enough to cause a significant
effect in more variable fixation duration measures like second pass and total time.
One possible explanation for the lack of early inhibition in the biased contexts lies in
the strength of these prior contexts. The reordered access model, as it was originally
envisioned, allowed for the possibility that with strongly biasing contexts, the less
frequent meaning of a biased lexically ambiguous word could actually be accessed first
thereby avoiding the subordinate bias effect (Duffy et al., 1988; Rayner, Binder, & Duffy,
1999). In fact, some research has suggested that with strong enough biasing contexts the
subordinate bias effect can be eliminated (Kcllas & Vu, 1999; Martin, Vu. & Kellas,
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1999; Vu & Kellas, 1999). If this is the case, perhaps the contexts in the biased
conditions were so biased toward the actual target that competition was avoided.
However, the results of Kellas and Vu have been criticized for various reasons (see
Rayner et ah, 1999; Binder & Rayner, 1999). Additionally, the contexts in the current
study do not appear more biasing than those used by a number ot different studies that
have in fact found the subordinate bias effect.
However, I feel that there may be a more likely explanation of the differences in the
data patterns from Experiment 1 from those in experiments on biased lexically
ambiguous words. When I first considered the possibility of a parallel between these two
types of target words, I assumed that words with higher frequency neighbors would
behave like biased ambiguous words. That is, it seemed plausible that the large difference
in frequency between the experimental targets and their high frequency neighbors would
mirror the difference in meaning frequency for biased ambiguous words when the lower
frequency meaning is consistent with the sentence context. However, it is possible that
these words and their high frequency neighbor behave more like balanced ambiguous
words. To understand why this might be the case it is necessary to consider the bottom-up
processing for words with high frequency neighbors and lexically ambiguous words. The
two meanings of a lexically ambiguous word have the same orthographic code and thus
bottom-up processing for these meanings would be equal. However, for words with high
frequency neighbors the two words have slightly different orthographic codes. This
means that the high frequency neighbor does not match the orthographic input exactly but,
the actual target word does. If there is less bottom-up activation for the high frequency
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neighbor then these two words may have equal activation (in neutral contexts) despite the
neighbor’s significantly higher frequency.
Of course this doesn't completely solve the puzzle because if these words behave like
balanced ambiguous words, I should have seen inhibition in the neutral condition. Recall
though that there was a small but significant preference for the higher frequency neighbor
in this condition. This slight preference was not troubling given our initial assumption
that these target words would behave similar to biased ambiguous words. However, if
this assumption is wrong, this difference may have been the reason I failed to find
evidence of inhibition in the neutral condition (because this condition was not
truly neutral).
To see if this preference for the high frequency neighbor in the neutral condition
could explain why we didn’t find significant inhibition in early measures for the neutral
items, I divided these items into two groups using a median split of the ratings for how
well the high frequency neighbor fit the prior sentence context. This created one group of
items that was rated as being very neutral ts < 1 (truly neutral contexts), and another
group that favored the high frequency neighbor t( 22) = -15.54, p < 0.001 (neighbor
biased contexts). I then conducted an ANOVA’s of the neutral items’ means (averaging
over the priming variable) on the different eye movement measures using the new median
split variable as a between items factor. First fixation durations were 7 ms longer for
experimental targets in truly neutral contexts but 1 ms shorter in the neighbor biased
contexts but neither of the main effects were significant nor was the interaction Fs < 1.
The pattern for single fixation durations was nearly identical to that of first fixation
duration Fs < 1 . Gaze durations were 10 ms longer on experimental targets than on
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controls though this difference did not approach significance F(l,42) = 2.56, p > 0.10.
However, gaze durations on experimental targets in the items with truly neutral contexts
were 26 ms longer than controls while gaze durations on the experimental targets in the
neighbor biased contexts were 5 ms shorter than controls, an interaction that was
significant F( 1,42) = 4.45, p < 0.05. A check of the gaze durations only for those items
that have truly neutral contexts shows that this 26 ms difference is significant t(20) = 2.84,
p < 0.01. The lack of a difference in first and single fixation duration but a significant
difference in gaze duration strongly suggests that there may be a difference in the rate of
refixations between the conditions. The refixation rate for truly neutral contexts was 1 6%
on experimental targets and 9% on controls, but for the neighbor biased contexts the rates
were 12% and 15% on the experimental and control conditions respectively. The main
effect of target type (experimental vs. control) was not significant F( 1,42) = 1.29, p >
0.25 however, the interaction was F(l,42) = 6.51, p < 0.02.
The analyses of early measures suggests that in more neutral contexts, words with
higher frequency neighbors do show early processing difficulties and thus may behave
more like balanced lexically ambiguous words. If this is the case, then in the truly neutral
contexts, participants should be less likely to miscode the word as its higher frequency
neighbor and we should see smaller effects for these items in later measures of
reprocessing. As predicted, second pass time on experimental targets in truly neutral
contexts was only 27 ms longer than on controls while in the sentences that were
somewhat biased toward the high frequency neighbor it was 49 ms longer. While this
difference was in the predicted direction, the interaction did not approach significance F
< 1 . Regression rates showed a similar pattern, with experimental targets being regressed
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to 8% more often than controls in truly neutral contexts but 1 1% more often in the biased
contexts. However, this 3% interaction did not approach significance F < 1 . This
suggests that participants were still occasionally accessing the high frequency neighbor
even in the truly neutral contexts though possibly not quite as often.
Given that the effect in gaze duration in the truly neutral contexts was due almost
exclusively to refixations, an interesting question is whether participants were just as
likely to miscode the target words when these words were refixated as when they were
fixated only once. To answer this question, I conducted an ANOVA of the regression
rates for the neutral items based on whether the item was refixated or fixated only once
(trials were the target was skipped were excluded). The fairly low rate of refixations
(~13%) caused there to be a number of empty cells in this analysis costing 12 degrees of
freedom in the denominator. Nevertheless, the ANOVA yielded a number of significant
effects. First, there was a significant main effect of the target word with experimental
targets being regressed to 9.2% more often than controls, which replicated the earlier
analysis of the regression data F(l,30) = 7.14, p < 0.02. There was also a main effect of
whether the target word was refixated with refixated targets being regressed to 8.9% less
often than targets that are were fixated only once. Additionally, there was a significant
interaction between these two factors F( 1,30) = 8.20, p < 0.01 . Experimental targets were
regressed to 26.1% of the time when the target word was fixated exactly once in first pass
reading but only 9.3% when it was refixated. Controls on the other hand were regressed
to 8.9% when they were only fixated once and 8.0% when they were refixated. There
were no significant effects of the median split variable in this ANOVA all Fs < 1. This
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post hoc analysis suggests that refixating the experimental targets was enough to reduce
the likelihood of miscoding the experimental targets to near zero.
With the information gleaned from the additional analyses described above, it is clear
that the reordered access modified E-Z Reader model would have trouble modeling these
results as currently specified. Before moving on it should be noted that, at present, the E-
Z Reader model is not capable of modeling regressive eye movements and as such can
only model the data from the early eye movement measures (I will have more to say
about modeling the effects in late eye movement measures in the General Discussion).
Not considering this limitation, the biggest difficulty for the model with the current data
pattern is that the effects don’t occur in initial fixations. This means that changes in the
duration of LI as the result of competition between words will not be able to capture the
data pattern from Experiment I . Additionally, changing the model so that it can handle
the current pattern is no simple matter. At first glance, it would seem that the model
could handle the data from the current experiment (though not necessarily the data from
lexical ambiguity studies) if the competition between words influenced the probability of
refixating the target. However, it takes time to plan any saccade and this is why the E-Z
Reader model assumes that refixations are planned as soon as a word is fixated. However,
it takes time for competition between words to develop. One possibility is that there is
competition between words that is affected by context much like that for balanced
lexically ambiguous words. However, this competition might be better though of as
orthographic uncertainty. If this uncertainty is strong enough (over some threshold value)
it terminates LI and initiates a refixation saccade program.
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The results of Experiment 1 show that context can have effect the processing of
words with higher frequency neighbors in a manner similar to the effect it has on the
processing of balanced lexically ambiguous words. However, the slight difference in the
time course of the effects makes it doubtful that both types of words could be modeled
within the framework of the E-Z Reader model without different sets of assumptions.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENT 2
Does the riskier reading strategy adopted by elderly readers cause them to make more
coding errors and thus cause them to show larger neighbor frequency effects than
younger readers?
Motivation
In the experiments that show inhibitory effects due to higher frequency neighbors, it
would seem that at least some of the difficulty is due to miscoding the word as its higher
frequency neighbor. The results of Experiment 1 confirm this notion. However, in the
case of ambiguous words, this type of miscoding doesn’t occur as the two word meanings
share the same word form (orthographic code). With ambiguous words, both meanings
receive activation from the word form and the important factor is the relative frequency
of the two meanings (whether the ambiguous word is balanced or biased). That is, no
orthographic miscoding is necessary for lexical ambiguity effects to arise. One possible
implication of this difference is that the effects of lexical ambiguity are likely to be
stronger than the effects of neighbor frequency. However, as the probability of
miscoding the target words goes up, so should the strength of the neighbor
frequency effect.
In Experiment 2 the same items from Experiment 1 were used with an elderly group
of reading participants. The reason for this is twofold. First, a recent study by Rayner,
Reichle, Stroud, Williams, and Pollatsek (2006) suggests that elderly readers adopt a
riskier reading strategy. Rayner et al. hypothesize that “.
. .this strategy may result in
greater reliance on partial parafoveal information, which allows older adults to process
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words in the parafovea more effectively (resulting in their skipping more words because
these words have already been identified).” Therefore, if elderly readers are relying on
less accurate parafoveal information about a word prior to planning a saccade to a new
word, they may show more of a neighbor frequency effect than younger readers. That is,
they may be more likely than younger readers to initially encode the target words as their
higher frequency neighbors.
The second reason for using this group of readers is that individual differences such
as these can help us better understand and model the reading process. I have already
given a brief description of one such model, E-Z Reader. Rayner et al. (2006) were able
to simulate the differences between old and young readers with this model by adjusting a
few of its parameters. An aspect of the model that I left out of my earlier discussion of
this model is that within LI, there is probability that the word will be guessed. One of the
changes they made to simulate the differences between older and younger readers was to
increase the probability that a word is guessed for the elderly readers. With this change,
the model was able to predict that the elderly readers would skip more words than the
younger readers, especially when the words were high in frequency. However, the model
was under-predicting the number of fixations that the elderly readers would make. To
correct this problem, the modelers assumed that elderly readers may guess words
incorrectly (miscode them) in the parafovea with a probability equal to . 1. If a word is
guessed incorrectly it would need to be reprocessed and would become the target of a
regression. With this additional assumption, the model was able to predict the eye
movements of elderly readers quite well. This would suggest that for words that are
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likely to cause coding errors (words with higher frequency neighbors) elderly readers
should make more of these errors than younger readers.
Method
Participants. Eighteen participants age 65 and older were recruited from the Amherst
Massachusetts community. They were all native English speakers with normal or
corrected to normal vision. Participants received cash as compensation for their time.
Apparatus. Design, Stimuli. Procedure . These were all the same as in Experiment 1
.
Normative data . The items used in this experiment were identical to those from the
first experiment. While it is possible that an older group of participants may rate these
items slightly differently than the college students who rated them initially, differences
should be minor at best. However to rule out the possibility that there are large
differences, a second group of 10 elderly participants rated the items in identical fashion
to the rating procedure adopted for Experiment 1 . These ratings failed to show any
significant differences from the ratings given by the younger group of participants ts < 1
.
Results . The same dependent measures and analyses used for Experiment 1 were
used for Experiment 2. As with Experiment 1, fixation durations less than 80 ms were
removed from the data record (less than 1% of the total fixations) prior to analysis.
Additionally, fixation durations over 1000 ms that were on the target word or within a
fixation of a target word fixation resulted in the trial’s deletion (less than 3% of the total
trials). Participants were correct on 91% of trials. Table 4 presents the fixation duration
data from Experiment 2, and Table 5 presents the means for the additional eye
movement measures.
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The effects of neighbor frequency are the focus of the current studies. As such, the
results of Experiment 2 were first analyzed separately from those of Experiment 1 to gain
an accurate understanding of the pattern of results for this older population separately
from the younger readers. Analyses between age groups were restricted to only those
that were theoretically relevant to the discussion of neighbor frequency effects. These are
the interaction of age with target type and the three way interaction of age, context, and
target type. Main effects of age for the dependent measures can be found in appendix A.
Early Eve Movement Measures . Again, the key data are (a) the effect of
neighborhood frequency (mean fixation time on the words with higher frequency
neighbors minus mean fixation time on the controls) in the neutral context, and (b) the
effect of neighborhood frequency in the biased context(see Tables 4 and 5). However,
there were virtually no significant effects on any of the early eye movement measures
(i.e., those measures that reflected processing before the eyes left the target word). For
first fixation duration, there was virtually no neighborhood frequency effect in either
condition (-3 ms and 1 ms, respectively), ts < 1. There had been virtually no neighbor
frequency effect in first fixations for the younger readers and thus the age by target type
interaction was far from significant, tl < 1, t2(43) = 1.15, p > 0.25. Additionally, the
three way interaction between age context and target type was far from significant ts < 1
.
For single fixation duration, there was a suggestion of a facilitative effect in the
neutral context condition with virtually no effect in the biased condition (-9 ms and 2 ms,
respectively). The main effect of neighborhood frequency was not significant ts <1, nor
was the -9 ms facilitative effect in the neutral condition, 1 1 ( 1 7) = 1.52, p > 0.15, t2 < 1.
The 1 1 ms interaction between context and neighbor frequency did not reach significance,
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1 1 ( 1 7) = 1.31, t2 < 1. Overall, single fixation durations on words with high frequency
neighbors were shorter than on controls for older readers but longer than controls for the
younger readers however, this age by neighbor frequency interaction was not significant,
1 1 (48 ) = 1.40, p > 0.15, t2 < 1. The three way interaction of age context and neighbor
frequency was far from significant ts < 1
.
Table 4: Experiment 2 Target Fixation Duration Measures
Measure Neutral
Experimental
Neutral
Control
Biased
Experimental
Biased
Control
First 233 236 239 238
Fixation (56) (56) (53) (54)
Single 238 247 246 244
Fixation (69) (76) (65) (65)
Gaze 262 264 269 267
Duration (122) (87) (97) (86)
Total 373 341 336 311
Time (255) (207) (175) (201)
Second Pass 114 83 79 52
(133) (127) (112) (95)
Spillover 232 230 226 231
(47) (45) (44) (47)
Note: All times are in milliseconds with standard deviations in parentheses.
The pattern for gaze duration was similar to the other early measures of fixation time.
That is, there was slight facilitation in the neutral context(-2 ms) and slight inhibition in
the biased context(2ms). Also similar to the other early measures, these differences
weren’t significant ts < 1 . Additionally, neither of the interactions with age approached
significance ts < 1
.
On average, elderly participants skipped the target words on 1 8% of the trials and this
rate was affected very little by any of the factors in the study. Additionally, this skipping
rate was very similar to that of the younger readers who skipped an average of 1 7.4% of
the trials. In neutral contexts, experimental targets were skipped on 16.1% of trials
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compared to controls which were skipped 18.4% of trials. In the biased contexts,
experimental targets were skipped on 18.4% of trials and controls were skipped on 19.1%.
Neither the main effect of neighbor frequency nor its interaction with context was
significant ts < 1 . Unlike the older readers, the younger readers tended to skip words with
high frequency neighbors more than controls. However, the age by neighbor frequency
interaction was not significant, 1 1 (48) = 1.29, p > 0.20, t2(43) = 1.04 nor was the
interaction of age, context and neighbor frequency ts < 1
.
Table 5: Experiment 2 Additional Target Measures
Measure Neutral Neutral Biased Biased
Experimental Control Experimental Control
Skip% 16.1 18.4 18.4 19.1
(12.0) (12.0) (12.9) (14.2)
Refixation% 8.9 14.3 12.3 11.2
(13.7) (15.4) (16.3) (11-1)
Regression% 21.3 13.6 15.6 9.1
(12.3) (10.0) (12.7) (9.6)
Note: values are in percentages with standard deviations in parentheses.
Elderly participants refixated the target words on an average of 1 1 .7% of the trials. In
neutral contexts, experimental targets were refixated 5.4% less often than controls, 1 1 ( 17)
= 3.23, p < 0.01, t2(43) = 2.99, p < 0.01. In biased contexts, experimental targets were
refixated 1.1% more often than controls ts < 1. The interaction of context with neighbor
frequency was significant, 1 1 ( 1 7) = 2.12, p < 0.05, t2(43) = 2.48, p < 0.05. This
interaction was in the direction I had been predicting for the younger readers who in fact
showed a pattern in the opposite direction. In fact, the interaction of age, context, and
neighbor frequency was significant in the items analysis and marginal in the participants
analysis, 1 1 (48) = 1.79, p < 0.08, t2(43) = 2.37, p < 0.05. Overall, elderly readers were
less likely to refixate experimental targets than controls while younger readers were more
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likely to refixate experimental targets than controls, however this interaction did not
reach significance, 1 1 (48 ) = 1.37, p > 0.15, t2(43) = 1.73, p > 0.08.
In Experiment 1, the priming manipulation had very little impact on the early eye
movement measures just discussed. The situation was more of the same for the elderly
participants. When the experimental target’s high frequency neighbor had been read
earlier, first fixation durations were 2 ms shorter in the neutral condition and 6 ms shorter
in the biased condition. However, neither the main effect of priming nor its interaction
with context was significant ts < 1 . This pattern was somewhat different to the pattern
for the younger readers who showed more facilitation in the neutral context (-9ms) and a
small inhibitory effect in the biased context (2 ms), however neither the age by priming
interaction or the age by priming by context interaction approached significance ts < 1.
Single fixation durations in the neutral contexts were 2 ms shorter when primed and in
the biased contexts they were 8 ms shorter. This pattern of overall facilitation for primed
items was somewhat different than that for younger readers who exhibited a small
interactive pattern with priming causing facilitation in the neutral contexts (-8 ms) and
inhibition in the biased contexts (6 ms) however, neither the interaction of age with
priming ts < 1 nor the interaction of age, priming, and context, 1 1 (48) = 1.15, p > 0.25, t2
< 1, were significant. Gaze durations in the neutral context were 25 ms shorter when
primed, 1 1 ( 17) = 1.66, p > 0.10, t2(43) = 1.53, p > 0.10. In the biased contexts, gaze
durations on primed targets were 4 ms shorter ts < 1. Additionally, the priming by context
interaction failed to reach significance, 1 1 ( 1 7) = 1.21, p > 0.20, t2 < 1. The younger
readers showed slight facilitation for primed targets in the neutral contexts (-5 ms) and
virtually no effect in the biased contexts (1 ms). The overall facilitation for primed
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targets and the interactive pattern of priming with context for younger readers was
weaker than that for elderly participants though the interaction of age by priming failed to
reach significance, tl < 1, t2(43) = 1.23,p>0.20, as did the interaction of age, priming
and context ts < 1. The skipping rate also showed slight facilitation as primed targets
were skipped 2.6% more often than unprimed targets in the neutral contexts and 5.1%
more often in the biased contexts. However, this increase in skipping rate failed to reach
significance, 1 1 ( 1 7 ) = 1.70, p > 0.10, t2(43) = 1.65, p > 0.10, as did the priming by
context interaction ts < 1 . The skipping rate for the younger readers did not show signs of
facilitation as rates were virtually identical in the different priming conditions however,
the age by priming interaction was not significant, 1 1 (48) = 1 .27, p > 0.20, t2(43) = 1 .50,
p > 0. 10 nor was the age, priming and context interaction ts < 1 . Refixation rates also
showed facilitation in neutral contexts as primed targets were refixated 3.5% less often
than unprimed ones. However in biased contexts primed targets were refixated 1.3%
more often than unprimed targets. While the main effect of priming was not significant ts
< 1 , the priming by context interaction was significant but only in the participants
analysis, 1 1 ( 1 7 ) = 2.30, p < 0.05, t2(43) = 1.16, p > 0.15. The refixation rates for the
younger readers were virtually identical in the different priming conditions however, the
age by priming interaction was not significant ts <1, nor was the three way interaction of
age, priming, and context, 1 1 (48 ) = 1 .23, p > 0.20. t2(43) = 1 .34, p > 0.20. Considered
together, the pattern of results from the different early eye movement measures suggest
that priming the high frequency neighbor of the targets facilitated processing though this
facilitation was small.
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Late Eye Movement Measures . Spillover fixations after experimental targets were 2
ms longer than after controls in the neutral contexts and 5 ms shorter than controls after
the biased context. Neither the main effect of neighbor frequency nor its interaction with
context was significant ts < 1. The spillover fixations of the younger group of readers
were marginally longer after experimental targets than after controls but the age by
neighbor frequency interaction was not significant, 1 1 (48 ) = 1.50, p > 0.10, t2(43) = 1.01,
p > 0.30, nor was the age, neighbor frequency, and context interaction ts < 1
.
Second pass time was significantly longer (29 ms) for experimental targets than for
their controls, 1 1(3 1 ) = 3.61, p < 0.01, t2(43) = 2.46. p < 0.02. This effect was 31 ms in
the neutral contexts, 1 1 ( 1 7) = 2.29, p < 0.05, t2(43) = 1.35, p > 0.15, and 27 ms in the
biased contexts, 1 1 ( 1 7) = 2.74, p < 0.05, t2(43) = 1.64, p > 0.10. The interaction between
neighbor frequency and context did not approach significance ts < 1. This pattern in
second pass times for the elderly readers is quite different from that of the younger
readers who showed a strong interaction between neighbor frequency and context. The
interaction for the younger participants was due to a large 39 ms effect of neighbor
frequency in the neutral context and virtually no effect(8 ms) of neighbor frequency in
biased contexts. However, the three way interaction between age, neighbor frequency and
context failed to reach significance, 1 1 (48) = 1.24, p > 0.20, t2 < 1. Additionally, the main
effect of neighbor frequency was not significantly larger for the elderly participants (29
ms) than for the younger ones (24 ms) ts < 1
.
The differences in second pass time between the young and old readers are likely due
to differences in regression rates back to the target words. Overall, elderly participants
regressed back to the targets on 14.9% of the trials. Similar to the younger readers.
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elderly readers made 7.7% more regressions back to target words that had high frequency
neighbors than to controls in the neutral contexts, 1 1 ( 1 7) = 2.94, p < 0.01, t2(43) = 2.31, p
< 0.05. Unlike the younger readers, the elderly readers also made 6.5% more regressions
back to target words with high frequency neighbors in the biased contexts, tl( 17) = 3. 10,
p < 0.01, t2(43) = 2.75, p < 0.01. However, this difference in the neighbor frequency by
context interaction between the age groups was not significant, 1 1 (48) = 1.68, p > 0. 10,
t2(43) = 1.29, p > 0.20. Despite the differences in the neighbor frequency by context
interaction, both the young and old readers had very similar main effects of neighbor
frequency (6.0% younger vs. 7.1% older) ts < 1.
The pattern of results in total time paralleled the effects seen in second pass time.
Experimental targets were fixated for a total of 28 ms longer than their controls, 1 1 ( 1 7) =
2.30, p < 0.05, t2(43) = 1 .92, p < 0.07. Words with higher frequency neighbors were
fixated for 36 ms longer than controls in the neutral context, 1 1 ( 1 7) = 1.82, p > 0.08, t2 <
1, and 21 ms longer than controls in the biased context, 1 1 ( 1 7) = 1.79, p > 0.08, t2(43) =
1
.25, p > 0.20. As with the second pass time and regressions in measures, the total time
measure failed to show the strong interaction with context that had been present in
Experiment 1 ts < 1 . However, the three way interaction with age, context, and neighbor
frequency was not significant, 1 1 (48) = 1.22, p > 0.20, t2 < 1 nor was the age by neighbor
frequency interaction ts < 1
.
The priming manipulation had very little effect on the early movement measures, and
what effect it did have was facilitative. However, in later measures the effects of priming
were largely inhibitory. For instance, spillover fixations were 16 ms longer after primed
targets than after unprimed ones, 1 1 ( 1 7) = 2.42, p < 0.05, t2(43) = 2.22, p < 0.05. This
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effect in spillover was not present in Experiment 1 and in fact the interaction of age and
priming was significant, 1 1 (48 ) = 2.19, p < 0.05, t2(43) = 2.08, p < 0.05. This priming
effect on spillover fixations was 19 ms in the neutral contexts and 14 ms in the biased
contexts, an interaction that was not significant ts < 1. The only significant effect the
priming manipulation had in Experiment 1 was to slightly increase the regression rate.
Priming caused a very similar increase in regression rates for the elderly participants as
they were 4.6% more likely to regress to primed target than to unprimed ones in the
neutral contexts and 2.2% in the biased contexts, however the priming effect on
regression rate did not reach significance, 1 1 ( 1 7 ) = 1.51, p > 0.10, t2(43) = 1.15, p > 0.20.
The priming manipulation had no other effects that approached significance ts < 1
.
Post Target Region. Both Experiment 1 and Perea and Pollatsek (1998) found effects
of neighbor frequency that occurred on the words immediately after the target. Again,
this effect is somewhat different to the effect in spillover durations as spillover fixations
are not necessarily on these post target words. In Experiment 2, first pass times on the
two word post target region were virtually identical for the different conditions similar to
Experiment 1 ts < 1 . The total time spent fixating the post target region was 32 ms longer
following experimental targets than following controls in the neutral condition and 14 ms
shorter in the biased contexts, however neither the main effect of neighbor frequency,
1 1 ( 1 7) = 1.47, p > 0.15, t2 < 1, nor its interaction with context, tl( 17) = 1.48, p > 0.15, t2
< 1 reached significance. Additionally, the different context by neighbor frequency
patterns between younger and older readers did not reach significance,
tl(48)= 1.34, p> 0.15, t2< 1.
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Post hoc Analyses. Similar to Experiment 1, the effects obtained on the target words
were all late effects mostly related to looking back to the target word. If the increase in
regressions back to the experimental targets is due to initially miscoding the target as its
high frequency neighbor, it again raises the question of whether this effect of miscoding
the targets is more likely to occur in the parafovea where visual processing is less precise
especially for an elderly group of participants. 1 can attempt to answer this question by
comparing the regression rates for targets that were skipped with those that were fixated.
As with Experiment 1, there was a low overall rate of skipping, so I averaged over the
priming variable in order to achieve more stable means and degrees of freedom for this
analysis. The remaining variables (experimental targets vs. controls; neutral vs. biased
contexts; fixated vs. skipped) were analyzed with a 2x2x2 repeated measures ANOVA.
Similar to the younger participants, the elderly participants were far more likely (17.2%)
to regress to a target word that had been skipped than to one that had been fixated,
F 1 ( 1 , 1 3 ) = 20.97, p < 0.0 1 , F2( 1 ,). The elderly participants regressed to fixated
experimental targets 5.7% more than to fixated controls and 16.0% more to skipped
experimental targets than to skipped controls, F 1 ( 1 , 1 3 ) = 4.21, p < 0.06, F2(l,37) = 5.1 1,
p < 0.05. This pattern of data is opposite that of the younger participants, who were more
likely to miscode a word if it was fixated though this reversed trend did not reach
significance. The interaction neighbor frequency, skipping, and age was significant,
F 1 ( 1 ,37) = 8.72, p < 0.01, F2( 1 ,3 7) = 7.30, p < 0.05. This analysis agrees with two
assumptions in the E-Z Reader simulations of elderly readers' eye movements. These are
(a) that elderly readers are more likely to guess a word from a partial parafoveal analysis
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causing them to skip the word, and (b) elderly readers are more likely to be wrong with
these guesses causing them to regress to the word.
My original prediction was that words with high frequency neighbors would behave
similarly to biased ambiguous words due to the large difference in frequency between the
target and its neighbor. However, post hoc analyses from Experiment 1 suggest that these
words actually behave similar to balanced ambiguous words when they are in contexts
that are truly neutral. To see whether the elderly readers showed this same effect, I again
divided the neutral items into two groups; one group that was truly neutral and one that
was biased toward the high frequency neighbor (the item groupings were the same as
used in experiment 1). First fixation durations were 5 ms longer for experimental targets
in truly neutral contexts but 2 ms shorter in the neighbor biased contexts but neither of
the main effects was significant nor was the interaction Fs < 1 . The pattern for single
fixation durations was nearly identical to that of first fixation duration Fs < 1. Unlike the
post hoc analysis from Experiment 1
,
gaze durations on experimental targets in the items
with truly neutral contexts were only 2 ms longer than controls and gaze durations on the
experimental targets in the neighbor biased contexts were 4 ms longer than controls Fs <
1. Thus there is no evidence that the elderly readers exhibit early effects of neighbor
frequency that are similar to balanced lexically ambiguous words even in these truly
neutral items.
Discussion. Similar to the younger readers, the elderly readers spent significantly
more time rereading words with high frequency neighbors than reading controls.
However, for the younger readers this extra rereading time on words with high frequency
neighbors was strongly modulated by context. That is, when the high frequency neighbor
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was consistent with the prior context the neighbor frequency effect (difference between
experimental targets and controls) on rereading time was significantly greater than when
the high frequency neighbor was inconsistent with prior context. The most striking
difference between the younger and older readers is that rereading time for the older
readers was not modulated by context the way it was for younger readers. In fact, the
neighbor frequency effect on rereading time was virtually identical in both the neutral
and biased contexts. Thus compared to the younger readers, the neighbor frequency effect
for elderly readers was slightly smaller in the neutral conditions and larger in the biased
conditions. Additionally, the truly neutral contexts that exhibited strong effect in gaze
durations for the younger readers failed to do so for the elderly readers. The most
parsimonious explanation of these differences between the age groups is that contextual
fit of the target word and its high frequency neighbor are not computed fast enough to
significantly influence the competitive process involved in lexical access for these words.
Hasher and Zacks (1988) suggested that the reduced cognitive abilities of older adults
are a result of older adults being less able to inhibit irrelevant information. If this is the
case, older adults would be less able to use context to inhibit the activation of the high
frequency neighbor in the biased contexts. This would suggest that older adults should
also have more difficulty using context to resolve lexical ambiguity. However, most
studies investigating age differences on lexical ambiguity have failed to find that older
adults use context less than younger adults in resolving lexical ambiguity. For instance,
Paul (1996) presented younger and older adults with sentences that contained an
ambiguous word. Participants read these sentences and then named a subsequently
presented target word that could be related to the contextually appropriate meaning of the
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ambiguous word, the contextually inappropriate meaning of the ambiguous word, or was
an unrelated control. Both the older and younger adults showed a similar sized advantage
to naming related targets related to the context appropriate meaning of the ambiguous
word. However, a similar study by Johnson, McDowd, and MacDonald ( 1993) found
evidence consistent with the implication that elderly readers have more difficulty
inhibiting the inappropriate meaning of a lexically ambiguous word.
There is one large difference between the studies that have been used to investigate
age related differences in lexical ambiguity resolution and the current study. The studies
that investigate age related differences in lexical ambiguity resolution commonly use
some secondary task to draw their conclusions. This technique has a few disadvantages to
methods like eye tracking. First, the reliance on a secondary task opens the door to the
possibility that differences between age groups are somehow related to doing this
secondary task rather than to specific aspects of language processes. But more
importantly, these techniques cannot provide researchers with the fine grained window
into the time course of processing that eye-tracking can. The current studies do not
suggest that older readers aren't able to use context to eventually arrive at the correct
interpretation of the sentence. Indeed, the accuracy scores on the comprehension
questions were virtually identical for young and older readers. What the current data
suggest is that elderly readers aren’t using context fast enough to influence the outcome
of some lexical competition process that in turn affects eye movements. The results of the
current study suggest that eye-tracking may be an especially effective method for
investigating age related differences in lexical ambiguity resolution. In the past, eye
trackers were unable to accurately track participants with eyeglasses, and this is likely the
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reason that there are very few eye movement studies with older adults. However, the
advances made in eye tracking technology over the last few years make such
studies possible.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENT 3
What role does the syntactic category of a word’s higher frequency neighbor play
during lexical access?
Motivation
In Experiments 1 and 2, the target words were selected so that the syntactic category
of the higher frequency neighbor was the same as the target word and thus the observed
effects of prior context had to be due to semantics. However, experiments by Folk and
Morris (2003) indicated that syntax may have a different effect on selecting among
meanings of ambiguous words, and thus it would be of value to determine whether the
same kinds of differences obtain with neighbors.
Folk and Morris (2003) conducted two eye movement experiments exploring the
nature of lexically ambiguous words. Their target words were either lexically ambiguous
with both meanings sharing a single syntactic category (e.g., call), lexically ambiguous
with the meanings spanning different syntactic categories (e.g., duck) or unambiguous
controls. In their first experiment, they found that biased ambiguous words whose
dominant meaning was from a different syntactic category did not suffer a subordinate
bias effect when syntax and prior semantics was consistent with the subordinate meaning
of the word. They went on to show in a second experiment that with balanced ambiguous
words whose meanings spanned different syntactic categories, syntax alone could
remove the competition normally seen with balanced ambiguous words in a neutral
context. However, the duration of the spillover fixation was longer for both types of
lexically ambiguous words than their controls. Folk and Morris interpret this latter effect
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as being due to having more difficulty integrating a lower frequency meaning into the
sentence. These results suggest that syntactic category information can mediate meaning
resolution. One explanation for these results (borrowing from the reordered access
theory) is that syntactic category information can be used to push one meaning above
another on the access list. Therefore, if neighbor frequency effects are similar to lexical
ambiguity effects, words with a higher frequency neighbor that is from a different
syntactic category may fail to show inhibition when the prior sentence structure (and not
semantics) disambiguates the appropriate syntactic category. If this is in fact the case it
may help to explain why Perea and Pollatsek (1998) failed to find effects in early
measures of eye-movements, and possibly why Sears, et al. (2006) were unable to
completely replicate them. Looking at the Perea and Pollatsek study, in 1 1 of the 46
items the higher frequency neighbor of the target word was from a different syntactic
category. In Sears, et al. (2006), 8 of the 30 low frequency targets had higher frequency
neighbors of a different syntactic category. These higher frequency neighbors may have
been prevented from competing with the target word by some syntactic mediating process.
This may add noise to the data leading to a small effect size that would be difficult
to replicate.
Method
Participants . Thirty participants were recruited from the University of Massachusetts
Amherst community. They were native English speakers with normal or corrected to
normal vision. Participants received either course credit or cash equivalent as
compensation for their time.
Apparatus and Procedure. Same as Experiments 1 and 2.
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Design & Stimuli . I had planned to explore how the syntactic category of the high
frequency neighbor mediates the neighbor frequency effect by comparing words with a
high frequency neighbor of the same syntactic category and their controls to words with a
high frequency neighbor of a different syntactic category and their controls. These words
were to be embedded in sentences similar to the biased context sentences of Experiments
1 and 2. According to my original prediction, if syntax mediates the neighbor frequency
effect the way that semantics does, I should observe inhibition for both types of words
with higher frequency neighbors compared to controls. However, the results of
Experiment 1 showed that when the high frequency neighbor could not fit with prior
sentence context, the neighbor frequency effect was absent. The predictions for this
experimental design, given the results of Experiment 1, would be null effects. Therefore,
1 altered the design as described below.
Eighteen experimental target words were chosen that span syntactic categories (e.g.,
‘crease’ as a noun or a verb) and which have a higher frequency neighbor that agrees with
only one of these categories (e.g., ‘create’ is a verb) and no high frequency neighbor that
agrees with the other syntactic category. These words were paired with eighteen control
words that were closely matched to the experimental words on frequency, number of
lower frequency neighbors, mean log bigram frequency, and number of syllables, but did
not have a high frequency neighbor. Again, with regards to word frequency, the
experimental and control items were equated according to the Francis and Kucera,
CELEX, and HAL corpuses, and for all of the experimental items, the higher frequency
neighbor were rated as higher in frequency in all three corpuses. The averages for these
variables are presented in the table below.
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Table 6: Experiment 3 Target Word Properties
Variable Experimental Control HFN
Kucera &
Francis
8 10 150
CELEX 7 1
1
148
LOG HAL 7.9 8.3 10.7
MLBF 2.8 2.6 3.0
# of Letters 4.9 5.1 4.9
# of Syllables 1.2 1.3 1.2
# of Neighbors 4 6
One complication with the current study is that experimental target words such as
these are fairly rare. It is likely that I am using the entire population of such words in the
current study. However, since these target words span multiple syntactic categories some
of them would be considered lexically ambiguous words. This is also the case for the
control words.
These words were then embedded into two types of sentence frames mirroring those
used in Experiments 1 and 2. In the neutral sentence frames, the target word was used as
the same syntactic category as its high frequency neighbor, in the biased sentence frames
it was used in the syntactic category that did not agree with its high frequency neighbor.
Therefore, if the ambiguity resolution process is sensitive to the syntactic category of the
high frequency neighbor, I should find evidence of inhibition only for the neutral items
and not for the biased ones.
Normative data . As with Experiment 1, it was crucial that both the experimental and
control target words fit equally well into the sentence frames. For this reason, a second
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group of 38 participants was recruited to rate how well the two types of target words fit in
the sentence frames. As with the norms from Experiment 1
,
participants were presented
with both versions of a sentence frame (one with the experimental word and one with the
control word) and asked to judge which sentence they prefer. The average difference in
rating between the words with high frequency neighbors and their controls was 0. 10 for
both the neutral condition and the biased condition. A t-test of these item differences
failed to show any significant differences in fit between the experimental and control
words for both the neutral items, |ts| < 1 , and the biased items t( 1 7) = 1.11 p > 0.25..
Additionally, the test of the interaction contrast between the two types of items failed to
reach significance, |t| < 1
.
It was also important that the higher frequency neighbor of the experimental target fit
well into the neutral but not the biased sentence at the point of the target word. In order
to assure that this was the case, 1 had another group of 1 8 participants rate whether the
experimental word or its higher frequency neighbor fit better in the sentence fragments.
As with the rating study for Experiment 1, ratings were based on a five point scale with
the use of scale being counterbalanced so that for half of the items, a score of 5 meant
that the higher frequency neighbor fit much better than the experimental target and for the
other half of the items this rating would mean that the experimental target fit better than
its neighbor. During data analysis, these scores were translated into a consistent coding
scheme from -2 (high frequency neighbor fit better) to 2 (actual target word fit better).
The average rating for the neutral items was -0.41 indicating a slight preference for the
high frequency items that was significant, t( 1 7) = -3.26, p < 0.01. This result is similar to
Experiment 1 and may be due in part to participants preferring the increased familiarity
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of high frequency words. The average rating for the biased items was 1 .77 indicating a
strong preference for the actual target word that was significant, t( 1 7) = 35.20, p < 0.001
.
Additionally, the t-test of the interaction contrast scores showed a significant interaction
t( 1 7) = 15.59, p< 0.001.
Results . The results of Experiment 3 were analyzed using a 2 (higher frequency
neighbor word vs. control word) by 2 (syntactic agreement of higher frequency neighbor)
repeated measures ANOVA. Variability was analyzed both by participants and by items.
As with Experiment 1, 1 analyzed six fixation time dependent measures: first fixation
duration, single fixation duration, gaze duration, second pass time, spillover, and total
time. If syntax can mediate the inhibition due to having a higher frequency neighbor,
then we should see little to no disruption for these experimental words as compared to
their controls in early measures such as first fixation duration. However, when the
experimental targets are used as the same syntactic category as their high frequency
neighbor, we should see increases in late eye movement measures indicating that the
words were occasionally miscoded.
As with Experiments 1 and 2, fixation durations less than 80 ms were removed from
the data record (less than 1% of the total fixations) prior to analysis. Additionally,
fixation durations over 1 000 ms that were on the target word or within a fixation of a
target word fixation resulted in the trials deletion (less than 1% of the total trials).
Participants were correct on 94% of the comprehension questions. Table 7 presents the
fixation duration data from Experiment 3, and table 8 presents the means for the
additional eye movement measures.
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Early Eve Movement Measures. As in the prior experiments, there was little, if any
effect of higher frequency neighbors on any of the early eye movement measures. The
first fixation durations on the experimental targets were 1 ms shorter than on controls Fs
< 1. First fixation durations on experimental targets in the neutral conditions were 8 ms
shorter than on controls but in the biased conditions they were 5 ms longer than controls;
however, this interaction was not significant, F 1 ( 1 ,29) = 1 .62, p > 0.20, F2( 1,17)= 1.17,
p > 0.25. The pattern for single fixation durations mirrored that of the first fixation
durations. Single fixation durations on the experimental targets were 4 ms shorter than on
controls Fs < 1. Single fixation durations on experimental targets in the neutral conditions
were 10 ms shorter than on controls but in the biased conditions they were 2 ms longer
than controls however, this interaction was not significant, FI (1,29) = 1.52, p > 0.20,
F2( 1,17) < 1 . Gaze durations of experimental targets were 3 ms shorter than on controls
Fs < 1 . Gaze durations on experimental targets in the neutral conditions were 7 ms
shorter than on controls but in the biased conditions they were the same as controls
however, this interaction was not significant Fs < 1
.
Table 7: Experiment 3 Target Fixation Duration Measures
Measure Neutral
Experimental
Neutral
Control
Biased
Experimental
Biased
Control
First Fixation 238 245 241 236
(34) (44) (36) (41)
Single 241 251 241 239
Fixation (37) (42) (41) (43)
Gaze 260 267 255 255
Duration (44) (43) (47) (44)
Total 280 282 267 289
Time (51) (46) (56) (65)
Second Pass 30 29 44 29
(41) (40) (55) (37)
Spillover 244 236 248 233
(34) (26) (39) (35)
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Note: All times are in milliseconds with standard deviations in parentheses.
On average, target words were skipped 19.4% of the time. The skipping rate of
experimental targets was 1.4% greater than for controls Fs < 1, a difference that was not
modulated by context, interaction Fs < 1. The target words were refixated during first
pass reading an average of 13.9% of the time. The refixations rate was somewhat smaller
(1.8%) for experimental targets than for controls but this difference did not approach
significance Fs < 1 . The refixation rate on experimental targets in the neutral conditions
was 1.6% higher than on controls but in the biased condition it was 5.1% lower than
controls however, this interaction was not significant, F 1(1,29) = 2.07, p > 0.15,
F2( 1,17) = 1.52, p> 0.20.
Table 8: Experiment 3 Additional Target Measures
Measure Neutral Neutral Biased Biased
Experimental Control Experimental Control
Skip% 18.5 17.4 21.7 20.0
(19.2) (17.6) (13.7) (18.0)
Refixation% 16.0 14.4 10.0 15.1
05.9) (16.5) (12.8) (15.4)
Regression% 7.0 9.5 5.9 10.7
(11.5) (13.7) (8.6) (11.6)
Note: values are in percentages with standard deviations in parentheses.
Late Eve Movement Measures . The spillover fixations that followed experimental
targets were 1 1 ms longer than those that followed controls, a difference that was
significant by participants and marginal by items, F 1 ( 1 ,29) = 5.96, p < 0.05, F2( 1,17) =
4.21, p < 0.06. Spillover fixations following experimental targets were 7 ms longer than
following controls in the neutral contexts and 15 ms longer in the biased contexts but this
interaction was not significant Fs < 1
.
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Total fixation time on experimental targets was 12 ms shorter than on controls but
this difference failed to reach significance, F 1 ( 1 ,29) = 2.25, p > .10, F2 < 1. Additionally,
there was a hint of an interaction between these factors in the participant analysis as total
time on experimental targets was only 1 ms shorter than controls in the neutral condition
but 22 ms shorter in the biased condition, FI (1,29) = 2.70, p > .10, F2 < 1. Note however,
that the pattern of this interaction is not at all what was predicted.
Second pass time on experimental targets was 1 7 ms longer than on controls but this
difference did not reach significance either, F 1 ( 1 ,29) = 1.99, p > 0.15, F2( 1,17) = 1.58, p
> 0.2. The difference in second pass reading time between the experimental targets and
their controls was 1 millisecond in the neutral condition and 15 ms in the biased
condition, FI < 1,F2(1,17)= 1.18, p> 0.25.
On average, target words were regressed to on 8.3% of the trials. The regression rate
was 3.7% higher to control targets than to experimental ones; a difference that was
significant in the participant analysis and marginal in the items analysis, F 1 ( 1 ,29) = 4.83,
p > 0.05, F2( 1,17) = 3.97, p < 0.07. The regression rate was 2.5% higher on control
words in the neutral condition and 4.8% higher on controls in the biased condition but
this interaction was not significant Fs < 1
.
Post Target Region. As with Experiment 1 and 2, 1 chose to analyze a two word post
target region to assess possible influences of high frequency neighbors that were delayed
and occurred only on this post target region. Again, I analyzed both first pass time and
total time on this region. Again as with Experiment 1 and 2, the post target words were
different between the two context conditions. Therefore, I am only reporting the main
effect of target type and its interaction with context. First pass time in the post target
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region was 6 ms longer following experimental targets but this difference was far from
significant Fs < 1 . First pass time on experimental targets was 10 ms longer than controls
in the neutral condition but only 2 ms longer in the biased condition Fs < 1 . Total time in
the post target region was 9 ms longer following experimental targets but this difference
was not significant Fs < 1 . Total time on experimental targets was 22 ms longer than
controls in the neutral condition but 5 ms shorter in the biased condition, while this
interaction was in the predicted direction it failed to reach significance, FI ( 1,29) = 2.38,
p>0.10, F2( 1,17) = 1.06. p> 0.30.
Discussion . The results of Experiment 3 were somewhat different than those from
Experiments 1 and 2, as there was little evidence of effects in late eye movement
measures. There was some indication of inhibition as spillover fixation durations were
longer following experimental targets. However, the most prominent effect from the first
two experiments, increased regression rates to experimental targets, was slightly reversed
in the current study.
It is difficult to ascertain how the syntactic category of a word’s high frequency
neighbor influences its processing time from the current results. This study’s design was
such that had I found the predicted pattern of results, inhibition in processing only when
the higher frequency neighbor could fit the sentence structure, it would have provided
strong evidence that a word's syntactic category could mediate the resolution process.
However, doing this necessitated choosing target words (experimental and controls) that
could be used as different parts of speech. This decision brought with it additional
complications. For instance, all of the target words were lexically ambiguous to some
degree. It is possible that this additional ambiguity was enough to obscure any possible
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influence from a words higher frequency neighbor. It is unclear whether a better study
could be designed to explore the role of syntactic agreement of the high frequency
neighbor. It may be possible to use sentences with syntactic ambiguities where either the
target word or its high frequency neighbor (of a different syntactic category) could fit into
the prior context. However it is not at all clear that these types of sentences could be
created for the limited population of appropriate target words (words with a high
frequency of a different syntactic category and no high frequency neighbor of the same
syntactic category).
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENT 4
How does the phonology of a word’s higher frequency neighbor influence the
neighbor frequency effect?
Motivation
Lexically ambiguous words differ from each other only in meaning. However, the
experimental target words used in Experiments 1 and 2 differed from their high
frequency neighbors not only in meaning but also in orthography, and phonology.
However, the phonological mismatch between the targets and their high frequency
neighbors may have been the cause of the effects obtained in Experiments 1 and 2.
Phonology has been shown to influence processing times on a number of tasks
believed to be related to lexical access. For instance, in early studies using the
categorization task participants took longer to reject words that were homophones (sound
the same) of category members (Meyers & Ruddy, 1973; Meyers & Gutschera, 1975). In
categorization experiments using masked primes, participants made more false positives
to homophones and pseudohomophones of category members than to controls (Jared &
Seidenberg, 1991; Van Orden, 1988; Van Orden, Johnston, & Hale, 1988). In a series of
lexical decision experiments, Pexman, Lupker, and Jared (2001 ) consistently found
effects of homophony for low frequency words that had a high frequency mate. That is,
low frequency words with a high frequency homophone mate had longer response
latencies than controls. Additionally, in some conditions, they also found effects of
homophony for high frequency words—most notably when the high frequency word had
an even higher frequency homophone mate.
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Some of the most compelling evidence that phonological codes are used early in
lexical access comes from masked priming studies (Lesch & Pollatsek, 1993; Lukatela &
Turvey, 1991, 1994). Lesch and Pollatsek used priming in naming tasks to investigate
the impact of homophones on lexical access. They presented participants primes for
either 50 or 200 ms followed by a mask of X's (200 or 50 ms respectively which
maintained a constant 250 ms SOA) then participants saw a target word which in the
critical comparisons could be related to the prime or to the homophone of the prime. At
the short priming duration, there was no difference between target naming times in the
conditions in which they were primed by the correct associate or its homophone and both
of these conditions was faster than both the visually similar and different controls. This
suggests that at short SOAs the homophone was activating the meaning of its mate which
was in turn priming the related word. It also suggests that the orthographic mismatch
between the homophone and its mate takes time to disambiguate between the two words.
More pertinent to the current studies are the results of eye movement studies that
investigate how phonology affects fixation time measures. Evidence from one such eye
movement study suggests that phonological processing is going on in the parafovea
(Pollatsek, Lesch, Morris, & Rayner, 1992). Pollatsek et al. (1992) used the boundary
change technique (Rayner, 1975) to examine whether phonology is being computed
parafoveally (prior to the word being fixated). Participants read sentences in which
homophone target words (beech) were embedded. The critical comparison in this study
is between the conditions in which the preview was a homophone of the target (beach)
and a condition in which the preview was an orthographic control (bench). Fixation
times were significantly shorter on the target word when it was preceded by the
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homophone preview than when preceded by the orthographic control preview.
Therefore, it seems that phonology is being computed very early in word recognition.
Similar results to these using similar materials were obtained using the fast priming
paradigm (Rayner, Sereno, Lesch, & Pollatsek, 1995).
In an ingenious experimental design. Folk and Morris (1995) investigated how words
with different orthographic, phonological, and semantic codes are processed during silent
reading. They embedded 3 different types of ambiguous words into sentence frames.
The ambiguous words were either heterographic homophones (words that sound the same
but have different spellings such as ‘break-brake’), homographic heterophones (words
that have the same spelling but different sounds such as ‘tear’), or homographic
homophones (biased ambiguous words such as ‘bank’). These ambiguous words, which
all had one dominant meaning (biased ambiguous words), were paired with unambiguous
control words. In Experiment 1 these three types of ambiguous words and their controls
were placed in sentences with neutral prior contexts and disambiguating post target
contexts. These post target regions always disambiguated the meanings of the words to
the less frequent meaning. The condition that is most relevant to the current study is the
heterographic homophone condition. This condition showed a trend of longer gaze
durations on experimental targets compared to controls but this difference did not reach
significance. This was likely due to a lack of power as there were only four items in each
of the experiment’s conditions. There was also no evidence of increased processing in
late measures of eye movements as the regression rate to the heterographic homophones
was numerically lower than to controls. In their second experiment, the disambiguating
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contexts preceded the target words. This experiment also failed to find significant
differences between heterographic homophones and their controls.
The results of Folk and Morris (1995) show that heterographic homophones take no
longer to process than control words. If a word and its higher frequency neighbor have
the same phonological code, they are by definition heterographic homophones and
according to Folk and Morris should not show processing difficulties in early or late eye
movement measures. If this is true, it would suggest that the effects obtained in
Experiments 1 and 2 were due at least in part to the target words having a different
phonological code than its high frequency neighbor. However, there are reasons to doubt
the null results of Folk and Morris would apply to all heterographic homophones. First,
they only used 4 items in each of their conditions resulting in very little power.
Additionally, the heterographic homophones that they used were not as orthographically
similar to each other as the targets and neighbors in the current studies.
Rayner, Pollatsek, and Binder (1998) embedded homophone pairs (break, brake) and
spelling control words (bread) into sentences and monitored participants eye movements
while they read these sentences. Additionally, there were two types of sentence frames; a
high constraint frame (where the meaning of one of the homophones was predictable
from context), and a low constraint frame (where homophone predictability was low).
The two critical comparisons were between correct and incorrect homophones, and
between incorrect homophones and spelling controls. Rayner et al. argue that if
phonology is activated very early during reading, the early fixation time measures on the
correct and incorrect homophones should be about equal and both should be shorter than
the spelling controls. However, if meaning is accessed directly from orthographic codes
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with phonology only influencing post lexical processing, then these early fixation time
measures should be longer for the incorrect homophone perhaps just as long as spelling
controls. The results suggested that readers often fail to recognize that the incorrect
homophone was being used especially when the sentence frames were highly
constraining and the homophones were orthographically similar (shared the first
two letters).
Method
Participants . Thirty six participants were recruited from the University of
Massachusetts Amherst community. They were native English speakers with normal or
corrected to normal vision. Participants received either course credit or cash equivalent
as compensation for their time.
Apparatus and Procedure . Same as Experiments 1 thru 3.
Design & Stimuli . Eighteen experimental target words (e.g. beech) were chosen that
have a high frequency neighbor that is also a homophone of the target(e.g. beach) and
that can be used as the same part of speech as the target. These words were paired with
eighteen control words that were closely matched to the experimental words on frequency,
number of lower frequency neighbors, mean log bigram frequency, and number of
syllables, but did not have a high frequency neighbor. As with the other experiments, the
frequency of the experimental and control items were equated according to the Francis
and Kucera, CELEX, and UAL corpuses, and for all of the experimental items, the higher
frequency neighbor were rated as higher in frequency in all three corpuses. The averages
for these variables are presented in Table 9.
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These words were then embedded into two types of sentence frames mirroring those
used in the earlier experiments. In the neutral sentence frames, the experimental target
word's high frequency neighbor could also fit with the prior sentence context, but post
target material would make the high frequency neighbor anomalous. In the biased
sentence frames the high frequency neighbor of the experimental target did not fit with
prior sentence context. It should be noted that this design differs from that of Rayner et al.
(1998) in at least two important ways. First, unlike Rayner et al., the incorrect
homophone was never presented in any of the sentences in the current study. Second, the
contextual manipulation was different. In Rayner et al. the correct homophone was either
predictable from prior context or it wasn’t. However, in the current experiment, I
manipulated the contextual fit of the homophone that wasn’t even seen.
Table 9: Experiment 4 Target Word Properties
Variable Experimental Control HFN
Kucera &
Francis
8 8 124
CELEX 10 12 127
LOG HAL 7.6 8.0 10.4
MLBF 2.9 2.5 3.0
# of Letters 4.4 4.8 4.4
# of Syllables 1.3 1.4 1.3
# of Neighbors 6 2 8
Normative data . The same sentence rating studies that were used with the previous
studies were again used for the items of Experiment 4. In fact, these items were rated at
the same time as those from Experiment 3 and therefore the participants and procedure
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are the same for both rating studies. The average difference in rating between the words
with high frequency neighbors and their controls was -0.064 for the neutral condition and
-0. 1 1 1 for the biased condition. A t-test of these item differences failed to show any
significant differences in fit between the experimental and control words for both the
neutral items, |ts| < 1, and the biased items t( 1 7) = 1.14 p > 0.25. Additionally, the test of
the interaction contrast between the two types of items failed to reach significance, |t| < 1
.
The same group of participants that rated the fits of the high frequency neighbors in
the sentences for Experiment 3 rated whether the experimental word or its higher
frequency neighbor fit better in the sentence fragments of Experiment 4. As with the
rating study for the other experiments, ratings were based on a five point scale with the
use of scale being counterbalanced so that for half of the items, a score of 5 meant that
the higher frequency neighbor fit much better than the experimental target and for the
other half of the items this rating would mean that the experimental target fit better than
its neighbor. During data analysis, these scores were translated into a consistent coding
scheme from -2 (high frequency neighbor fit better) to 2 (actual target word fit better).
The average rating for the neutral items was -0.58 indicating a slight preference for the
high frequency items that was significant, t( 1 7) = -3.91, p < 0.01. This result is similar to
Experiment 1 and may be due in part to participants preferring the increased familiarity
of high frequency words. The average rating for the biased items was 1.13 indicating a
strong preference for the actual target word that was significant, t( 1 7) = 7. 1 8, p < 0.00 1
.
Additionally, the t-test of the interaction contrast scores showed a significant interaction
t( 1 7) = 9.08, p < 0.001
.
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During data analysis, these scores were translated into a consistent coding scheme
and tested against a null hypothesis value of 3. The t-test of the neutral item means
showed a small but significant preference for the higher frequency neighbor t( 1 7) = -3.91
,
p < 0.01 . This result is similar to Experiment 1 and may be due in part to participants
preferring the increased familiarity of high frequency words. The t-test of the biased item
means showed that these experimental words were in fact preferred over their higher
frequency neighbors, t( 1 7) = 7.18, p < 0.001. Additionally, the t-test of the interaction
contrast scores showed a significant interaction t( 1 7) = 9.08, p < 0.00 1
.
Results . The results of Experiment 4 were analyzed using a 2 (word with a higher
frequency neighbor vs. control word) by 2 (contextual fit of higher frequency neighbor)
repeated measures ANOVA. Variability was analyzed both by participants and by items.
I analyzed the same dependent measures used in the first three experiments. If the effects
in Experiment 1 were due to different phonological codes between the target and its high
frequency neighbor, we should see no evidence of inhibition in the current study.
However, these target words share more in common with lexically ambiguous words than
the words used in Experiment 1 (and 2) and therefore I expect that these words will
actually show more inhibition than those from Experiment 1.
As with the first three experiments, fixation durations less than 80 ms were removed
from the data record (less than 1% of the total fixations) prior to analysis. Additionally,
fixation durations over 1000 ms that were on the target word or within a fixation of a
target word fixation resulted in the trials deletion (less than 1% of the total trials).
Participants were correct on 94% of the comprehension questions. Table 10 presents the
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fixation duration data from Experiment 3, and table 1 1 presents the means for the
additional eye movement measures.
Early Eye Movement Measures . Since the experimental target words in the current
study have more in common with lexically ambiguous words than those from Experiment
1, it is conceivable that there will be earlier inhibitory effects in this study. The first
fixation durations on the experimental targets were 6 ms longer than on controls, a
difference that was not statistically significant, FI ( 1,35) = 1.57, p > 0.20, F2 < 1. First
fixation durations on experimental targets in the neutral condition were 7 ms longer than
on controls and in the biased condition they were 5 ms longer than controls however, this
interaction was not significant Fs < 1.
The pattern for single fixation durations mirrored that of the first fixation durations.
Single fixation durations on the experimental targets were 4 ms longer than on controls
Fs < 1. The difference between single fixation durations on experimental targets and their
controls was 4 ms in both contexts conditions therefore this interaction was not
significant Fs < 1
.
Gaze durations on experimental targets were 4 ms longer than on controls Fs < 1
.
Gaze durations on experimental targets in the neutral conditions were the same as on
controls but in the biased conditions they were 8 ms longer than on controls however, this
interaction was not significant Fs < 1
.
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Table 10: Experiment 4 Target Fixation Duration Measures
Measure Neutral Neutral Biased Biased
Experimental Control Experimental Control
First Fixation 247 241 239 234
(45) (40) (38) (42)
Single 250 246 240 236
Fixation (44) (53) (39) (44)
Gaze 262 262 258 250
Duration (53) (65) (46) (56)
Total 339 298 282 272
Time (98) (82) (56) (87)
Second Pass 89 43 34 26
(76) (39) (47) (45)
Spillover 261 239 243 237
(38) (39) (48) (38)
Note: All times are in milliseconds with standard deviations in parentheses.
On average, target words were skipped 24.0% of the time. The skipping rate of
experimental targets was 3.4% greater than for controls but this difference failed to reach
significance, Fl( 1,35) = 2.71, p > 0.10, F2( 1,17) = 3.57, p > 0.08. Additionally, there was
no context by target type interaction Fs < 1
.
The target words were refixated during first pass reading an average of 1 0.1% of the
time. The refixations rate was somewhat smaller (0.7%) for experimental targets than for
controls but this difference did not approach significance Fs < 1. The refixation rate on
experimental targets in the neutral conditions was 1 .9% lower than on controls but in the
biased condition it was 0.5% higher than controls however, this interaction was not
significant Fs < 1
.
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Table 1 1: Experiment 4 Additional Target Measures
Measure Neutral Neutral Biased Biased
Experimental Control Experimental Control
Skip% 26.9 23.5 25.6 20.0
(16.9) (16.5) (20.0) (17.7)
Refixation% 10.0 11.9 9.4 9.0
(9.7) (13.5) (8.3) (10.9)
Regression% 19.7 10.6 10.3 5.9
(16.5) (11.0) (12.7) (9.0)
Note: values are in percentages with standard deviations in parentheses.
Late Eye Movement Measures . The spillover fixations that followed experimental
targets were 14 ms longer than those that followed controls, a difference that was
significant, F 1( 1 ,35) = 8.75, p < 0.01, F2(l,17) = 9.80, p < 0.01. Spillover fixations
following experimental targets were 2 1 ms longer than following controls in the neutral
contexts and 6 ms longer in the biased contexts; while this interaction approached
significance in the participants analysis, it was not significant in the items analysis,
F 1 ( 1 ,35 ) = 3.05, p >0.07, F2(l,17) = 1.29, p > 0.25.
Second pass time on experimental targets was 27 ms longer than on controls, FI (1,35)
= 20.39, p < 0.001, F2( 1,17) = 5.87, p < 0.05. The difference in second pass reading time
between the experimental targets and their controls was 45 ms in the neutral condition
and 8 ms in the biased condition resulting in a significant interaction, FI (1,35) = 7.97, p
< 0.01, F2( 1.17) = 4.88, p < 0.05. This interaction was highly similar to the one obtained
in Experiments 1 for the same measure.
Target words were regressed to on an average of 1 1 .6% of the trials. The regression
rate was 6.7% higher to experimental targets than to controls, a difference that was
significant, F 1 ( 1 ,35) = 14.90, p < 0.001, F2(1.17) = 12.65, p < 0.01. The regression rate
was 9.0% higher on experimental words in the neutral condition but only 4.4% higher in
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the biased eondition, however this interaction was not significant, FI ( 1,35) = 2.02, p >
0. 1 5, F2( 1,17) = 1 .42, p > 0.20. Despite the fact that the interaction of neighbor
frequency and context did not reach significance, the pattern of regression rates is also
highly similar to the regression rates from Experiment 1
.
Total fixation time on experimental targets was 25 ms longer than on controls but this
difference was significant only in the participants analysis
,
F 1 ( 1 ,35 ) = 1 1.16, p > 0.01,
F2( 1,17) = 2.06, p > 0. 15. Additionally, there was a suggestion of an interaction between
these factors in the participant analysis as total time on experimental targets was 41 ms
longer than controls in the neutral condition but only 9 ms longer in the biased condition,
F 1 ( 1 .29) = 2.88, p > 0.08, F2( 1,17) = 3.06, p > 0.08. While this interaction failed to
reach significance, its pattern was the same as that obtained in Experiment 1.
Additionally, the simple 41ms neighbor frequency effect in the neutral context condition
was significant by participants only, 1 1 (35) = 3.48, p < 0.01, t2( 17) = 1.72, p > 0.08.
Post Target Region. In Experiment 1 participants spent 24 ms longer reading a two
word post target region following experimental targets than following control targets.
However, this effect did not interact with context the way that target reading measures
like second pass time did. First pass reading on the post target region in the current
experiment was 26 ms longer following experimental targets than following controls,
F 1 ( 1 ,35) = 4.41, p < 0.05, F2( 1,17) = 5.96, p < 0.05. First pass reading time on the post
target region in the neutral contexts was 29 ms longer following experimental targets than
following controls, 1 1 (35 ) = 1.72, p > 0.07, t2( 17) = 1.67, p > 0. 10. In the biased contexts,
first pass reading time was 23 ms longer following experimental targets than following
controls, 1 1 (35) = 1 .80, p > 0.07, t2( 17)= 1 .64, p > 0. 1 0. The interaction of context and
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target type in the post target region was not significant Fs < 1 . Total time on the post
target region was 66 ms longer following experimental targets than following controls,
Fl( 1,35) = 24.65, p < 0.001, F2( 1,17) = 16.28, p < 0.01. This effect was 93 ms for neutral
contexts, tl (35) = 4. 12, p < 0.001, t2( 17) = 3.61, p > 0.01, and 39 ms for biased contexts,
1 1 (35 ) = 2.83, p > 0.01, t2( 17) = 1.96, p > 0.06. The interaction of context and target type
was significant by participants but not by items, F 1 ( 1,35) = 4.20, p < 0.05, F2( 1,17) =
2.87, p > 0. 1 0. The effect of neighbor frequency on post target reading times was
numerically larger in Experiment 4 than in Experiment 1. Additionally, unlike
Experiment 1, this neighbor frequency effect interacted with context in the total reading
time measure.
Discussion. The pattern of results for target reading in Experiment 4 mirrors those
from Experiment 1 . This indicates that the effects of neighbor frequency obtained in the
first experiment were not due to the experimental targets having different phonological
codes from their high frequency neighbors. Both experiments showed minimal impact of
a high frequency neighbor in early eye movement measures with substantial disruption in
later eye movement measures that is mediated by context.
Additionally, the effects in the post target region of Experiment 4 were numerically
larger than those from Experiment 1 . It is generally accepted that phonology plays an
important role in maintaining meaning representations during reading. Thus, if there is a
somewhat larger post target effect in Experiment 4, it may be due to difficulty in trying to
inhibit the wrong word when it has the same phonological code as the correct word.
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CHAPTER 6
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The current research addresses two general questions related to lexical processing of
visually presented words during reading. The first of these is whether processing of a
word is affected when that word is highly visually similar to a more frequent or familiar
word. For instance, is processing of the word ‘birch’ affected by the fact that the word
‘birth’ is visually similar to it and is also more frequent? The results of Experiments 1, 2,
and 4 provide clear evidence that processing of words can be adversely affected by the
presence of a high frequency neighbor word.
The second general question that this research addresses is whether the contextual fit
of a word’s high frequency neighbor will mediate the neighbor frequency effect in a
manner similar to lexically ambiguous words. It is quite clear from Experiments 1 and 4
that context does mediate the neighbor frequency effect, as this effect is much larger
when the high frequency neighbor could fit with the prior sentence context than when it
cannot. This mediating effect of context also suggests that the effect is not simply due to
some simple probability of miscoding the target word. The results of Experiment 1
suggest context affects the processing of words with high frequency neighbors similar to
how context affects the reading of balanced lexically ambiguous words. However, upon
closer examination of the time course of the effects for these two different types of words,
important differences emerge. For example, given the right contextual conditions, the two
(or more) meanings of a lexically ambiguous word compete with each other considerably
during processing resulting in increased first fixation durations. It is generally assumed
that these increased first fixation durations are due to the word meanings actively
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inhibiting each other. In contrast to this, the earliest effect of neighbor frequency in the
current studies (or any others in the eye tracking literature) is on gaze durations, and this
was shown to be a result of an increase in refixation rates. While this might not seem like
a huge difference in time course, I demonstrated that modeling this difference within the
framework of the E-Z Reader model of eye movements requires a different set of
assumptions than those used to model lexical ambiguity within the same framework. It
may be that the inhibition that occurs between word meanings during lexical access is
inversely proportional to the similarity between the orthographic codes for the two words.
Obviously, the orthographic codes for lexically ambiguous words are identical while
those for word neighbors are not. Therefore, lexically ambiguous words (word
roommates) would be more apt to fight each other than word neighbors. While this
explanation is largely speculation, it seems plausible that within an orthographic neural
network, the strength of inhibitory connections may be related to the similarity between
the words.
The differences in the time course of initial processing of lexically ambiguous words
and words with high frequency neighbors were informative in understanding how the
processing of these words may differ. However, the majority of the effects of neighbor
frequency occurred in late measures of eye movements which I have interpreted as
reflecting lexical reanalysis. 1 have yet to discuss how these effects could be modeled due
to the fact that the E-Z Reader model is not capable of modeling regressive eye
movements and therefore cannot capture the pattern of effects seen in the late eye
movement measures. However, the developers of E-Z Reader are currently modifying the
model so that it is capable of modeling these regressive eye movements. Additionally,
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there are a handful of computational models of eye movements like the SWIFT model
(Engbert, Longtin, & Kliegl, 2002; Kliegl & Engbert, 2003), and the Glenmore model
(Reilly & Radach, 2003, 2006), that are capable of predicting regressive eye movements.
In the remainder of the paper, I will outline a modeling framework that I believe is
capable of capturing the effects of neighbor frequency observed in the current
experiments as well as the larger inhibition due to lexically ambiguous words. It is my
hope that such a framework will eventually prove useful to models of eye movements.
Given the large degree of success that the reordered access hypothesis has had
explaining the effects of lexical ambiguity resolution, I will fashion my model as an
extension of this hypothesis. I refer to it as an extension of this hypothesis because in the
special case of lexically ambiguous words, it simplifies to a model that approximates the
assumptions set forth by the reordered access hypothesis. The model is composed of three
basic components: a bottom up orthographic component, a top down context component,
and a lexical component.
The bottom up component is responsible for coding the initial letters of the string and
activating word units in the lexical level that contain these letters. I will at present remain
agnostic about the exact nature of this orthographic coding but, I envision a scheme
similar to that used by Gomez, Ratcliff, and Perea (submitted). Words would receive
bottom up activation proportional to how well they matched the letter string present. In
this way, the presented word's higher frequency neighbor will be activated to a lesser
degree than the actual word presented. However, in the special case of lexically
ambiguous words, both meanings will receive equal bottom up activation as both
meanings match the orthographic input exactly.
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The top down component keeps track of sentence context and is responsible for
activating words that are consistent with this context (or inhibiting words that are
inconsistent with context). Currently, the nature of these top down effects seems nearly
miraculous as it is difficult to conceive of a system that can so rapidly influence the
activation of particular lexical entries amid the numerous entries possible in the language.
Figuring out the specifics of how this top down system might work is likely decades
away. However, the results of the current experiments clearly demonstrate that context
can in fact modulate the activation of lexical entries.
There are two important aspects of the lexical component. First, the lexical
component is sensitive to the resting level of activation for word meanings as assessed by
the frequency of words. This resting activation is also sensitive to recent presentations of
the words. That is, the resting level of a word would be temporarily increased after
exposure to the word. This aspect of the model would then be able to account for the
small effects obtained by the priming manipulation in Experiments 1 and 2. The second
important aspect of the lexical component is that competition between words is based on
both the relative activations of the two words (competition is greater the closer the
activation of the two word meanings are), and the orthographic similarity between the
lexical entries in the lexicon (competition is greater the closer the entries are). This
competition acts to slow the increase in activation for the words which continues to
accumulate until one of the words crosses a threshold value. At this time, the meaning for
that word will be selected and integrated into the sentence context and the activation for
the unselected meaning will decay with time. Occasionally, the wrong word meaning will
have been accessed. When this occurs, lexical reanalysis will be needed in order to
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understand the sentence. If the activation of the unselected word has not decayed much,
this process may be able to inhibit the initially selected (wrong) word meaning and select
the correct meaning with only a minimal disruption to reading. However, on some
proportion of trials the activation of the unselected word will have decayed to the point
where the reanalysis process will need to initiate a regressive saccade program to the
misidentified word. Of course, more research will be needed to evaluate the assumptions
of this modeling framework. However, it seems like a very reasonable starting point for
modeling the effects found in the current studies, and while it is not completely specified,
it is specified enough to help guide future studies. For example, the model predicts that
larger inhibition for words that are more similar orthographically. It is possible to test this
prediction by obtaining estimates of the orthographic similarities between the words used
in this study and their high frequency neighbors and using these testing whether these
similarities affect the size of the inhibition for these words. However, it may be necessary
to develop a new set of stimuli that clearly differ in terms of their orthographic similarity,
and conduct a new experiment using these words. For instance, many of the current
models of visual word recognition assume that word neighbors that differ in the first
letter position are less orthographically similar than neighbors that share the same first
letter. If this is true, the modeling framework described above would clearly predict less
inhibition for neighbors that have different first letters.
In the end, it may be possible to model the interaction between sentence context and
neighbor frequency without assuming some combination of top down and bottom up
processing (though it is hard to imagine how such a model could be more parsimonious
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than the one just describe). However, this effect stands as a good example of how
expectations about the world can affect the perception of it.
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APPENDIX A
AGE MAIN EFFECTS
The following table displays the means for the target dependent measures used in
Experiments 1 and 2 broken down by age. Note that none of the differenees were
significant at p < .05.
Measure Younger Readers Older Readers Difference
First Fixation
Duration
228 ms 243 ms 1 5 ms
Single Fixation
Duration
23 1 ms 235 ms 4 ms
Gaze Duration 254 ms 268 ms 14 ms
Total Time 305 ms 344 ms 39 ms
Second Pass Time 53 ms 82 ms 29 ms
Spillover Fixation
Duration
231 ms 230 ms -1 ms
Skip % 1 7.4% 18.0% 0.6%
Refixation % 14.0% 11.5% -2.5%
Regression % 11.8% 14.8% 3.0%
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF EXPERIMENTAL STIMULI
The following lists contain the pairs of stimuli that were used in Experiments 1 -4.
The experimental and control target words appear in italics (experimental targets
appearing before controls) and the high frequency neighbor appears in parentheses.
Neutral sentences are the first of the pairs.
Experiments 1 and 2
His teacher knew that his ankle/elbow (angle) would be sore after gym class.
The doctor said that the swelling in his ankle/elbow (angle) would be gone within a week.
Unfortunately, the cornea/retina (comer) of the fighter was badly damaged by the punch.
His vision was poor because his cornea/retina (comer) had been damaged in the accident.
She went to the store to buy a new cloak/scarf ( clock) to wear to the Halloween party.
She wanted to wear her new cloak/scarf(clock) to the opera.
Thanks to his new decree/throne (degree) the king was very popular again.
The king's popularity soared after his new decree/throne (degree) was shown to the public.
The brand new choir/flute (chair) sounded much better than the old one.
The beautiful sound from the new choir/flute (chair) echoed threw the room.
Unfortunately, her favorite robe/apron (role) had a stain on it.
She couldn't wear her favorite robe/apron (role) because it had a hole in it.
She ran into thzfiend/crook (field) in the church during the funeral.
The evil plot was carried out by thefiend/crook (field) and his accomplice.
They found the squire/shield (square) of the brave knight just before the tournament began.
The brave knight found his squire/shield (square) just before the battle began.
The young athlete's skull/thumb (skill) was fractured in the accident.
The young man fractured his skull/thumb (skill) in the car crash.
Unfortunately, after the shack/cabin (shock) burned down they were forced to live in a tent.
Before they moved into the mansion they lived in a shack/cabin (shock) in the middle of nowhere.
Due to the freezing rain, the brunch/buffet (branch) was postponed a week.
Everyone said the food at the brunch/buffet (branch) was simply magnificent.
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Before the plank/hinge (plant) broke completely, the carpenter replaced it.
They asked the carpenter to replace the loose plank/hinge (plant) before they put the house up for
sale.
The doctor's scalp/thigh (scale) examination was very thorough.
The large gash in the wrestler's scalp/thigh (scale) required twelve stitches.
The police knew the dagger/sword (danger) was purchased by their prime suspect.
Oddly enough, the murder weapon turned out to be a dagger/sword (danger) from medieval times.
Everyone wanted to see the novice/rookie (notice) driver win his first race.
Though he was inexperienced, the novice/rookie (notice) driver was very talented.
The teacher was stunned by the clash/tiff(class) between her two brightest students.
They were divorced so nobody was surprised by the clash/tiff(class) between them at dinner.
She heard the stork/quail (story) that was flapping outside her window.
They thought the nest was made by the stork/quail (story) that they had seen the day before.
He couldn't find the spice/sauce (space) that he needed to make the casserole.
The recipe called for a spice/sauce (space) that was very unusual.
Everything was clean except for the plate/spoon (place) that still had egg on it.
The waitress dropped the plate/spoon (place) and had to get another.
She went to the new stove/dryer (store) and was upset to find it didn't work.
The repair man needed a circuit to fix the stove/dryer (store) for the young couple.
He swept theflour/wheat (floor) that he spilled before he put the bread in the oven.
The baker needed more flour/wheat (floor) for the special bread he was making.
Jill looked at the frost/steam (front) on the bathroom window.
Because of the sudden change in temperature thefrost/steam (front) turned into water.
She knew that giving birch/spruce (birth) trees to the park would help beautify it.
He planted the birch/spruce (birth) trees beside the house to block the summer sun.
The troops were slowed down by the marsh/canal (march) that was blocking their path.
They used boats to get across the marsh/canal (march) that was infested with alligators.
He hoped it would be a manor/villa (major) that would be the envy of everyone.
The millionaire purchased the manor/villa (major) from the famous movie star.
The thirsty settlers were glad to see a rider/scout (river) who told them about a nearby stream.
The captain sent his best rider/scout (river) on the important mission last night.
The doctor thought the bread/fruit (break) was causing the patient’s allergic reaction.
Unfortunately, Lisa ate the bread/fruit (break) and thought it tasted awful.
The crowd was shocked when the noose/lasso (noise) came untied.
The rancher tied the noose/lasso (noise) just tight enough to hold.
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As it turned out, thefilth/urine (fifth) on the floor was crucial evidence in the crime.
The maid refused to clean thefilth/urine (fifth) off the bathroom floor.
Unfortunately, no truce/siege (trace) would be successful while the rebels remained in hiding.
A military spokesman said the two month truce/siege (trace) ended unexpectedly.
Unfortunately for the union representative, the stroke/cancer (strike) he had kept him hospitalized
for months.
According to doctors, stroke/cancer (strike) is the one of the leading causes of death among the
elderly.
They refused to go back to work until the ugly stripe/badge (strike) was removed from the
uniforms.
Everyone laughed at the ugly stripe/badge (strike) on Mark's jacket.
He asked for the resort/casino (report) manager to come to his room.
They were looking forward to the trip but the resort/casino (report) they stayed in was a dump.
He thought the string/marble (strong) he was playing with was a very strange color.
The only thing left in his desk was the blue string/marble (strong) from his crazy aunt Ester.
They thought the snort/croak (sport) that startled them came from behind that tree.
While walking through the forest they heard a snort/croak (sport) that was so loud it frightened
them.
She placed the worm/mulch (word) back onto the steaming compost heap.
While weeding her garden she moved the wet worm/mulch (word) that was near the com.
Martin said that the valve/clog (value) was not allowing the water to drain.
They called the plumber to fix the valve/clog (value) in the bathroom.
On chilly days, the woven/bulky (women) jacket was her favorite.
The winter jacket was made of woven/bulky (women) fabrics and kept her quite warm.
She couldn't take the pair/copy (pain) with her when she left.
Mrs. Mackic made John another pair/copy (pain) in case he lost his.
The secretary said thefoam/tube (form) was for packaging a parcel.
The post office sold him thefoam/tube (form) so he could send the fragile gift safely.
The captain thought the risk/bomb (rise) could not be avoided.
The demolition expert knew the risk/bomb (rise) better than anyone.
He told them the stonn/cloud (story) would pass in a few minutes.
The weatherman said that the storm/cloud (story) over the city should lift by the afternoon.
Laura thought the shoe/bowl (show) was made in England but the artifact expert told her
otherwise.
While in the antique store Sara found a shoe/bowl (show) that she just had to buy.
X7
The salesman knew the prize/blame (price) was eventually going to be his.
The judge said the prize/blame (price) belonged to everyone.
Experiment 3
The artist wanted to crease/slice (create) the paper down the middle.
The designer thought the crease/slice (create) in the fabric was fashionable.
The frightened man tried to spear/gouge (speak) the Cyclops in the eye.
The gladiator had a spear/gouge (speak) in his leg but continued to fight.
The teenager tried to sneak/creep (speak) out of his house after curfew.
His co-workers thought that he was a sneak/creep (speak) who only cared about himself.
While he repaired the bridge, the rivet/screw (river) slipped out of his hand.
The mechanic tried to rivet/screw (river) the two broken pieces back together.
They thought the trek/jaunt (tree) was nice exercise after the large meal.
They decided to trek/jaunt (tree) down the forest path instead of following the road.
The detective tried to probe/query (prove) the witness for more information.
The government official thought the probe/query (prove) into his finances was illegal.
The doctor said that while the poison/assault (prison) was potentially deadly the victim
should survive.
The mobster tried to poison/assault (prison) the cop who arrested him for tax evasion.
Susan knew it was the leash/collar (least) that caused the rash on the dog’s neck.
They thought it was cruel to leash/collar (least) their dog so they let it roam wild.
Due to the fact that the grasp/clench (grass) of his opponent was so strong. Josh lost the
wrestling match.
The gardener attempted to grasp/clench (grass) the tree branch but it was just out of
reach.
Margaret tried to c/asp/button (class) her new purse shut before leaving the department
store.
The design student thought the clasp/button (class) made the dress look silly so she
removed it.
The doctor thought the braid/twist (brain) in his date's hair looked beautiful.
Lisa's mother wanted to braid/twist (brain) her daughter's hair in an elaborate style.
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He was shocked to learn the sane/vile (same) man was found not guilty on grounds of
temporary insanity.
His therapist thought he was sane/vile (same) but she had to keep treating him anyway.
Even though she knew the nide/cute (rule) man from her chemistry class she couldn't
remember his name.
Gloria thought her best friend's new boyfriend was rude/cute (rule) but she kept her
feelings to herself.
The photographers surrounded the queer/weird (queen) fashion designer whose winter
line was an instant hit.
Bruce's parents knew he was queer/weird (queen) at a very young age but they loved him
anyway.
They took advantage of a sample/strain (simple) of bacteria that came from Asia.
The chef wanted to sample/strain (simple) the pasta before she began to make the sauce.
Patrick was impressed by the gloss/shine (glass) on the leather couch.
Tammy worked hard to gloss/shine (glass) her dining room floor before her in-laws
came.
The device began to glow/buzz (grow) which indicated its circuits were working properly.
The astronauts all noticed the glow/buzz (grow) that was coming from the strange
satellite.
Without his glasses, Jason had trouble finding the dart/exit (dark) but eventually he did.
Jenny wanted to dart/exit (dark) from the building before her boss could ask her to work
overtime.
Experiment 4
The architect thought a haul/dump (hall) of the old material was going to be costly.
The driver made a haul/dump (hall) of toxic material across state lines without a permit.
They wanted to hike to the beech/maple (beach) tree that was famous for being over 50
feet tall.
The gardener planted the beech/maple (beach) tree behind the flower beds.
The hippie thought the beet/kiwi (beat) he ate at lunch gave him gas.
The expert chef prepared the beet/kiwi (beat) salad that everyone loved.
Last month, Sarah took a coarse/crude (course) young man on a date and has regretted it
ever since.
Joel was fired from his job because his language was coarse/crude (course) and offended
everyone.
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Ever since Kenneth fell in love, his deer/elk (dear) hunting license has gone unused.
While hiking, they saw a herd of deer/elk (dear) and a family of beavers.
There were two reasons why the duel/brawl (dual) began between Doug and Jim.
The heated argument led to the duel/brawl (dual) that left one man dead.
Looking down, Brian saw thefeat/flip (feet) executed by the killer whales at the
aquarium.
The dolphin’s incredible feat/flip (feet) impressed everyone in the audience.
Everyone thought thefowl/lamb (foul) would taste best when cooked with basil and
oregano.
The cook purchased thefowlVIamb (foul) from the best market in town.
They couldn't believe the groan/shriek (grown) that came from the patient could be so
loud.
They all heard the groan/shriek (grown) that startled the young girl.
His buddy told him the loch/swamp (lock) was the best fishing spot around.
They went boating around the loch/swamp (lock) all afternoon but never saw any
monsters.
Their coach thought the meat/egg (meet) was overcooked so he sent it back.
The hungry man ordered the meat/egg (meet) special with a side of French fries.
They all thought the medal/trophy (metal) for wrestling would go to the guy with the
tattoo.
Melissa was proud of the medal/trophy (metal) that she won for the backstroke.
On Election Day, the miner/welder (minor) voted for the same party he had voted for in
the last six elections.
The forty-five year old miner/welder (minor) knew more about his trade than anyone
else.
The young men all thought the navel/thigh (naval) of the dancer was especially sexy.
The nurse thought the patient's navel/thigh (naval) would need a bandage.
The beautiful woman refused the roll/fruit (role) because according to her diet, she
couldn't eat any carbs.
Last night, Bobby quickly ate the roll/fruit (role) before his mean older brother could get
it.
It takes a weak/puny (week) man a long time to climb the mountain.
The man was too weak/puny (week) to win the fight.
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Unfortunately, the reel/bait (real) didn't work which kept them from catching any fish.
The elderly fisherman's new reel/bait (real) turned out to be a great success.
George would often prey/rely (pray) on the kindness of others to get ahead.
The eagle had to prey/relv (pray) on the other animals in its ecosystem for survival.
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